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SPECIAL 50TH AN N IVERSARY EDITION
A bigger, better 
Glim m erGlass
□  Bigger pages, new design 
highlight 1990-91 edition
James Tew_______________________________
Sports Editor
Welcome to the future. Or, at least, the 
next step on the way.
The 1990-91 GlimmerGlass design includes 
many such “steps” that have been added for this 
year. These changes were made either to enhance 
the new page size - itself an addition for this year 
- or because research into newspaper design showed 
that such changes made for a better-looking, easy- 
to-read newspaper.
Among the changes made for the 1990-91 
GlimmerGlass:
■  The GlimmerGlass is now broadsheet­
sized -14  x 21.5 inchesBinstead of tabloid, or 11 
x 17. This is an increase of slightly over 60 percent 
in page size, and will create space for more stories, 
bigger pictures, more advertising and more in- 
depth reporting.
■  A special nameplate commemorating 
the 50th anniversary of the GlimmerGlass. In ad­
dition, the nameplate, teaser box, section “flags” 
and the staff box are designed to allow spot color 
to be integrated into them, which will provide a 
more colorful newspaper.
■  General layout has been changed to 
allow more use of modem design concepts used 
by newspapers such as USA Today and the Chi­
cago Tribune. The first-ever publication of a Glim­
merGlass stylebook should also result in a more 
consistent design.
■  Bylines, column heads and “special fea­
tures” - Global Glimpses, Glimmer Glances and 
Sports Spotlights - have all been redesigned to fit 
better into the new design.
■  The GlimmerGlass has made arrange­
ments with WONU to “share” the United Press 
International wire service, allowing for more to be 
done with the Global Glimpses and Sports Spot­
lights columns.
■  A new “clip art” program, purchased 
this summer, will allow more graphics to be 
produced by the GlimmerGlass staff.
Besides the cosmetic changes to the news­
paper, the 1990-91 GlimmerGlass will boasta few 
other “new” things as well:
■  The GlimmerGlass office has been rede­
signed, with the 50th anniversary nameplate painted 
on the west wall and five clocks on the north wall 
set to the time at five Nazarene Colleges - Austra­
lasian Nazarene Bible College, Point Loma Naza­
rene College, Olivet, Eastern Nazarene College, 
and British Isles Nazarene College. In addition, 
framed copies of the GlimmerGlass representing 
each of the last five decades are on display in the 
office, as well as awards from the Illinois College 
Press Association and the Nazarene Colleges 
Journalism Contest
■  Seven new newsracks will allow easier 
distribution of the GlimmerGlass, each displaying 
the slogan, "Bigger, bolder and better than ever." 
There are currently two in Ludwig Center, and one 
each in Benner Library, Burke Administration 
Building, Larsen Fine Arts Center, Reed Hall of 
Science, and Wisner Hall of Nursing.
■  The GlimmerGlass will host an “Open 
Office” time for students and alumni the weekend 
of Homecoming. "Open Office" is actually an old 
GlimmerGlass tradition that is being reintroduced 
as part of the paper's 50th anniversary.
■  The GlimmerGlass and the Aurora will 
co-host a student journalism conference for 
Kankakee-area high schools in Oct. 12. The con­
ference will feature a special speaker from the 
Chicago Tribune and seminars by media profes­
sionals and Olivet publications staff members. 
This will let the students learn from professionals 
as well as allowing the students to get a glimpse of 
the student publications at Olivet.
Readers are encouraged to share their opin­
ions, good or bad, of the "new” GlimmerGlass 
with the editorial staff. The GlimmerGlass office 
is located in the lower level of Ludwig Center, or 
letters to the editor can be addressed to Box 6024 
on campus.
------------------------------------------------------------- I
Newspaper
observes
milestone
John A. Small_______________
GlimmerGlass Executive Editor
The year was 1941.
Europe’s war against Hitler 
and his evil Third Reich was soon 
to enter its fourth year; Pearl Har­
bor was still in this country’s fu­
ture.
Comic books, popular 
among American boys for several 
years now, had finally introduced 
a character that little girls could 
also enjoy: a red-headed, freckle­
faced teenage heartthrob named 
Archie.
• Parents, meanwhile, sought 
out entertainment of oniy slightly 
higher sophistication. The reign­
ing film stars of the era were James 
Cagney, John Wayne and Mickey 
Mouse; favorite recording artists 
ranged from cowboy crooner Gene 
Autry to a skinny newcomer named 
Frank Sinatra.
Olivet Nazarene College 
had just started its second year at 
its new Bourbonnais, 111. location. 
The school’s student newspaper 
was also beginning its second year, 
but the paper’s editors had a prob­
lem: the name they had used the 
previous year, the Olivet News, 
was not quite the kind of name 
that would reach out and grab the 
readers’ attention.
After some deliberation, a 
new name for the publication was 
selected; on Oct. 1,1941, the very 
first issue of the GlimmerGlass 
was distributed across the Olivet 
campus. Ruth Fess served as the 
newspaper’s faculty sponsor that 
first year, while Normalee Phil­
lips was the first Editor.
That premiere issue was 
quite different than today’s Glim­
merGlass. Very few photos were 
used, and many of the stories were 
long and tedious. Dr. A.L. Parrott, 
then-President of Olivet and fa­
ther of current presidentDr. Leslie 
Parrott, wrote his own column 
which appeared on the front page 
entitled “Dr. Parrott Speaks.”
Readers who had difficulty
with the long stories found their 
reading further hampered by the 
green ink used throughout the first 
issue. It is unclear today whether 
the unique coloring was the result 
of some printer’s error or if green 
was used as some sort of experi­
ment In any event traditional black 
ink was used in the following is­
sue.
That issue, dated Oct. 22, 
included the following item on 
page two:
“The Glimmerglass stands 
for: Education with a Christian 
Purpose; promotion of all cultural 
student activity; giving honor where 
honor is due; unprejudiced pres­
entation of all school news; ex-f 
pression of serious attitudes and 
opinions; strict and democratic 
method of all student elections; 
(and) a bigger and better Glim­
merglass.”
By the start of the paper’s 
second year, America was deeply 
entrenched in World War II. Dur­
ing the war years, letters from Ol­
ivet students and alumni who now 
served in the military were printed 
in the GlimmerGlass. One such 
letter, from Cpl. Dale Moore, ap­
peared in the April, 1943 issue 
and provided poignant reading for 
friends and family at the home 
front:
“Crawling along under 
whizzing bullets is the easier part 
of this life. The loneliness of spirit 
that comes from such surround­
ings makes you appreciate the 
presence of the Spirit in your life. 
And even the uncertainty surround­
ing my future is like strenuous 
exercise— it hardens my spiritual 
muscles and builds up faith in 
God.”
In addition to keeping stu­
dents informed of Olivet’s contri­
butions to the war effort, the Glim- 
merGlass got the chance to do its 
part as well. In Novemberof 1943, 
the newspaper sponsored a chapel 
program which included a sub- 
■See HISTORY, cont. on pg. 11
New York's Lake Otsego-also known as "Lake Glimmerglass"--circa 1910. Made famous in the works of James 
Fenimore Cooper, the lake serves as source for both the Susquehanna River and the name of OlivetNazarene University's 
student newspaper. (Photo courtesy of the New York State Historical Association.)
What's in a name?
John A. Small_______________________ ____________  But the connection with the famous author is
GlimmerGlass Executive Editor factual; Cooper grew up near Lake Otsego and as a
child spent much time exploring its shores. Over the 
Two questions have been frequently asked of years the area became im portant symbolically to 
(and by) GlimmerGlass staff m em bers over the five Cooper, and it figured prom inently in three of his 
decades of the new spaper’s existence: “W hat in the novels: The Pioneers (1823), Home As Found (1S38), 
world is a  Glimmerglass?”  and “W hat kind of a  name and The Deerslayer (1841). I t  was in the last of these 
is that for a  newspaper?”  books that Cooper assigned to the lake the name
Fortunately for cam pus historians and the in- “Glimmerglass,”  because of its unique reflective 
tensely curious, the answer to both questions can be abilities.
found in the pages of the very first issue of the Glimmer- The Deerslayer is a book as m uch about the
G lass. lake itself as it is about its hum an characters. Ac-
According to a  brief article in tha t prem iere cording to Hugh Cooke MacDougall’s book Coo- 
issue, the incoming staff wanted a new name to replace per’s Otsego County (1989), the lake’s “changing 
the unimaginative Olivet News used the previous year, moods and symbolic importance as a ‘Glimmer- 
A total of 150 names were eventually suggested as al- glass’ reflecting the m oral character of the hum an 
ternatives, bu t it was Ruth Fess’ submission of Glim- protagonists, make it the focal point of an adventure 
merglass which caught everyone’s attention. The taking place entirely on its surface and immediate 
name was unanimously chosen by the staff and, on Oct. shores.”
1,1941, the first issue of the Glimmerglass appeared. While few Olivetians seem to have known the
The same article also featured a  brief explana- origins of the newspaper’s name, most have come to 
tion as to the meaning behind the name: regard  it as an im portant fixture in the Olivet com-
“Glimmerglass is a lake mentioned in (James munity. An experimental form at change in the late 
Fenimore) Cooper’s Deerslayer. I t  is located in Con- 1960s included renam ing the paper The Quill; 
necticut and is known for its ability to reflect every- however, the alteration proved so unpopular that it 
thing. The name was chosen because of its significance lasted only one semester.
as the paper hopes to reflect student life.”  The purchase of a com puter in 1987 brought
M ore recent research revealed inaccuracies in about another change. While using the new com- 
tha t original description. Known in reality as Lake puter to design a new nam eplate for the paper, then- 
Otsego, the lake is actually located near Cooperstown, Editor Bridgette Daniels capitalized the second “G”  
New York, not in Connecticut as reported in 1941. Like to produce the m ore stylized GlimmerGlass. Al- 
m any such lakes which were gouged out by glaciers, though the change was a minor one, it was consid- 
Lake Otsego is deep and steep-banked, and its waters ered an im portant part of the paper’s new identity 
reflect the sky, hills and trees which surround its as a publication of the com puter age and continues 
shoreline. to be used to this day.
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Four members of the 1961-62 GUmmerGlass staff-Em ory Daniels, Karen Swinehart, Ruth Ann Carlson and Robert
Parmiey—proofread layouts one last time before putting an issue tQ press. (Photo courtesy of ONU Archives.)
A note from the editor
John A. Small
GlimmerGlass Executive Editor
Because of the special nature 
of this issue of the GlimmerGlass, an 
explanation as to the issue’s contents is 
in order.
The majority of stories in this 
issue are reprinted from various edi­
tions spanning the entire 50 years of 
GlimmerGlass history. For example, 
pages 4-9 feature a retrospective look 
at some of the important news and fea­
tures stories published in the campus 
newspaper since 1940.
The Opinions section, on pages 
2 and 3, represents some of the best 
student columns from the past 50 years. 
Likewise, the Entertainment page fea­
tures a sampling of student-produced 
cartoons over the years, and our Sports 
section includes some of most memo­
rable moments in the history of Olivet 
athletics. The special 50th anniversary 
story which begins on this page con­
tinues on page 10 and 11.
Current news can be found 
on pages 12 and 13, while those who 
wish to keep up-to-date on what's hap­
pening in the athletic arena may turn 
to1 page 18.
This special issue is the result 
of many hours of work throughout the 
summer months, and we all hope that 
you enjoy this glimpse back at our 
history.
We would like to thank the 
following individuals for their assis­
tance: Deborah Taylor of the Free­
man's Journal in Cooperstown, New 
York; Mr. Dennis Reavis of the 
lAwikakecDaily Journal, and Dr. Nor­
man Moore and Mr. Gordon Wicker- 
sham of Olivet Nazarene University.
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Whelfuture imnam
¡1#'^ , “...The name was chosen because of its significance as -: 
the  paper hopes to reflect student life,..” \
— GlimmerGlass, VoL I  Issue 1, 
|H  October 1,1941
I B  Reflecting student life, The goal of nearly every campus 
newspaper in America, worthy yet so simply stated, For t|k>se 
of us who continue the tradition at Olivet Nazarene Univer­
sity, those three words still carry the same importance half a : 
century later. : if H .■ : -
llii GlimmerGlass staff membershave always juggled two 
major duties: accurately reflecting what Olivet stands fo || | 
and mirroring the opinions of the individuals who live,lear|f| 
and work here. Sometimes this has been easier said than d o n f l  
•writers and editors have had to decide between supporting 
what they felt was right and what they felt was expected of 
them. But the GlimmerGlass has a long history of striving to 
perform both duties while at the same time producing a 
newspaper Olivet can be proud of. J | | i H  ... j
¡¡a We have never found a way to improve upon the above : 
statement of this publication’s basic mission. What has changed 
over the years, however, is how we best fulfill that mis^jbn. 
ibver 50years this newspaper has evolved, both in appearance j 
and in content, always with the primary goal of serving Olivet, 
This year we mark another phase in that evolution. In 
making what we feel to be improvements, we have been guided 
by one principle: regardless of our past accomplishments,,..wej 
can not allow ourselves to rest on our laurels. As both techncffl 
ogy and newspaper styles continue to change, the Glimiher-1 
Glass must continue to change as well. Only by doing so can we 
continue to offer a quality publication.
I f l f  As we dedicate this special anniversary issue to ail those 
who have toiled in these offices in the past, we also wish to 
make the following pledge: that the GlimmerGlass will con-i 
tinue, to the very best of our collective abilities, to serve the 
ptudents of Olivet Nazarene University over the next 50 years 
and beyond. § | - I
¡4 II op in ions count
As was mentioned above, one of this publication’s p ri- | 
mary functions over the course of its 50-year history has been;^ 
to provide a forum for all Olivetians to voice the^  opinions 
various topics.”HHRS function wfrich~we N H H H  taken 
periously, even when some of the opinions themselfes have not ? 
been. ip  ■ £ i |  tI eE
Unfortunately, there are those in this world who do 
feel that people should have the right to express themselves a s ; 
individuals, especially if such expression runs contrary to the® 
opinions hclds by the masses. We usually think I f ;  foreign 
countries when we examine this problem. Howeveryit exists 
within our own community as welt. I f l H H
One well-known example occurred in Novemberlbf! 
1973, when the Kankakee Daily Journal criticized the Glim­
merGlass for running editorials expressing political opinions 
which were in opposition to established “community stan­
dards.” The Journal went so far as to question whether or not;: 
the GlimmerGlass editorial might beconsiderediiObscen^KOi 
the citizens of the area, ■  B | i
The Opinions pages of this special issue represents ,a 
sampling of student opinions over the years. As was trd^vheri| 
these articles were originally published, there will be those 
with which the reader will agree and some with, which he 
certainly will not. But each is of equal importance, simply 
because somebody believed in something strongly enough to 
speak out about I  •
This i$ one of the basic ideals that our nation was 
: founded upon. And, in onropinion, there are few ideals which 
we should respect more.
S t a f f
GlimmerGlass 
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--Bill Marsh 
GlimmerGlass 
February 27,1959
In the wake of a tragedy...
DEC. 13,1963 - The blare of 
a radio echoed through the hallway 
of the fourth floor of Hills Hall, 
penetrating into my room even 
though the door was closed. Opening 
the door to inquire why the volume 
was so intense, I was confronted by a 
friend who said, “The President’s 
been shot.” My first thought upon 
hearing these words was, “Oh, no! 
What idiot...?” and then I just 
stopped thinking. My emotions 
stirred with grief, my anger at some 
unknown assailant growing, I just 
could not think rationally.
A few minutes later, as I 
watched the television coverage 
from Dallas and other parts of the 
U.S., the news flash carried the 
words I did not want to hear, “The 
President is dead!”
That sorrowful night, Friday, 
November 2 2 ,1 began to write this 
column. Since that time I have made 
seven or eight unsuccessful attempts 
to put my irrational thoughts into 
words. Finally, almost two weeks to 
the day of the assassination (as this 
article is written), I am partially able 
to write coherently. However, most 
every statement is still tainted by 
grief and anger.
Anger? Yes, anger at some 
people who have the audacity to 
classify themselves as American 
citizens. For the most part, Amer­
icans united in a great nationalistic 
grief at this ghastly agt. And our 
allies, and even our opponents, 
expressed sorrow at our loss.
Oh, the statements of Red 
China and a few other foreign 
personalities did not bother me. That 
reaction was expected. But my anger 
resulted from the actions and state­
ments of a few people who obvi­
ously do not appreciate the countless 
advantages of being Americans.
certain Dallas schools had applauded 
and cheered the news of the assassi­
nation. The same thing happened in 
schools in Toledo, Ohio (and 
perhaps other places, too), a relative 
of mine informed me. In fact, this 
relative - an aunt who is a school 
teacher - told me that one of her 
colleagues was “glad” the President 
was killed.
Now perhaps the children 
who applauded were not to blame. 
They may be too young to fully 
comprehend the tragedy. But their 
parents may have been the persons 
who influenced them to do such a 
thing, if I may be permitted to 
speculate. However, I decline 
opportunity to express my opinions 
on these “parents” and the previ­
ously mentioned “teacher” (both 
words are used with some hesita­
tion.)
Viewpoint
by Tim Spackey
How true this is! Let us hope 
they sincerely mean it. For unless a 
demoralized and God-less United 
States gets back to a complete 
. reliance on the Divine Being, we un­
doubtedly will meet the same fate as 
proud, wealthy, ancient Rome.
Sen. Barry Goldwater of
Arizona made this statement in my 
prescence when I was a freshman 
here; “We will be under Communis­
tic rule by 1970!” Will we soon 
carry the red flag of Communism, or 
will we now do our part to uphold 
the blood-stained banner of Jesus 
Christ while we still have time?
All of the happenings 
mentioned above occurred in direct 
relation to the President’s death. 
There are two other items about 
which I wish to expound - these algo 
angered me.
I was first aroused when I 
saw the news reel of the Presidential 
motorcade speeding toward the 
hospital. No doubt you saw it too. 
Perhaps you remember this scene 
then. The motorcade is turning onto 
the exit ramp to leave the highway 
as they proceed rapidly to the 
Parkland Hospital. And standing 
there beside the exit is a young punk 
- 1 use this noun for want of a worse 
word - holding a sign that says 
“Yankee go home.”
Yes, he is probably an 
American citizen but, in my opinion, 
by birth only. Well, at least this punk 
had his way - the President had gone 
home!
The first concerns the 
reaction of some freedom-loving 
American citizens who felt that the 
killing of Lee H. Oswald, alleged 
assassin of President Kennedy, was 
justified. Oh,yes! These people love 
the United States and its many 
freedoms. But, they could not 
understand why Oswald, who was 
legally “innocent until proven 
guilty” - even though the incompe­
tent Dallas police force declared the 
case was “cinched” - should not 
deserve a premature death penalty.
However, it could (sarcasti­
cally) be that their nationalism and 
belief in Constitutional rights 
permits justice to be done only when 
it is convenient or suitable to their 
tastes.
Then, as the newspapers 
started their coverage of the tragic 
event I was astounded to read a short 
article, which,in effect stated that a 
24-year old Madison, Wis. man was 
taken into custody on the assassinafU 
tion day after he created a distur­
bance at the state capitol by wearing 
a swastika... as he “celebrated” the 
President’s death. Enough said?
The second incident that 
aggravated me happened on our 
campus - during the afternoon of the 
assassination day. I stepped into a 
telephone compartment in Hills Hall 
and there, staring me directly in the 
face, was the handiwork of one of 
01ivet*$ immature minds. Drawn on 
the wall was (and still is) a swastika 
and a star. Besides those are the 
letters U.S.S.R. followed by one 
word - Yea!
Now I realize this was no 
doubt meant as a practical joke, but I 
missed the punch line. What some­
one misguidedly thought was funny, 
strikes me quite adversly.
No, there are a few other 
things which angered me. For 
instance, reports that pupils in
Finally, let me close with this 
observation. It would appear that we 
Olivetians could do more for the 
United States by preaching and prac-. 
ticing Christian principles than can 
be accomplished by drawing 
swastikas and promoting the atheis­
tic Soviet Union. Our feeling of 
nationalism has apparently increased 
during these days of mourning. And 
our leaders have publicly declared 
that we need God’s help.
Secrets to college success
Strictly 
Non-Personal
MARCH 24,1959 - 
Critics, heretics, tough intellectual 
clods skilled in their chosen 
specialties, but with an apprecia­
tion of all specialities, versus the 
usual type marriage mills and fun 
factories, devoted to beauty queens 
and autos rather than to higher 
education. This is the cry of one 
university professor who recently 
wrote an article published in Post. 
The title for those who have not 
read it is "Are We Making A 
Playground Out Of College?"
Generally speaking this 
chap is excited by the level of 
scholarship he has observed 
throughout the ranks of sophisti­
cated college boys and girls. Well, 
maybe the boy has a point but in 
all reality, who cares? To really be 
popular and "with it" you must do 
the following:
(1) Smile as if you were 
happy; (2) look lost; (3) always 
remain in the middle of the road; 
(4) follow the crowd; (5) wear the 
same clothes and styles everybody
by Phil Miller
else does; (6) never disagree; (7) 
detest philosophy and courses that 
require thinking; (8) be smart and 
get a system that has all the 
answers so you can drink coffee; 
and (9) be stamped out a finished 
product, which really means just 
play the role but don't live it.
In' other words, the secret 
of success is calculated by how 
many clubs you belong to, what 
kind of car you are in debt for, and 
how sharp your beau is. Your 
interest should not rise above just 
mediocre. Now, clods, keep in this 
rut and groove and in the eyes o f 
your fellows you will have mutual 
admiration.
The question is "to 
conform or not to conform," or be 
a clod and forget all about i t
I
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Who defines 'negative,' 'positive'?
The Campus Line
by John Hay
OCT. 16,1981 - Pos-i-tiv- 
ism: "the state or quality of being 
affirmitive, approving, and accept-^ 
ing."
Neg-a-tiv-ism: "an attitude 
of skepticism and denial of nearly 
everything affirmed and suggested 
by others."
The dictionary definitions 
of these two frequently used terms 
are quite clear; one is a positive and 
one is a negative. Simple enough. 
However, there seems to be some 
confusion over just who are positiv­
ists and who are negativists, or (if 
possible) who are neither.
Suppose, for instance, that 
Joe College is a negativist or is at 
least labeled as such. And suppose 
he plays out the role to the hilt. How 
might he best portray a genuinely 
negativistic Olivet student? Odd 
question. But immediately we are 
overwhelmed at the possibilities of 
such an opportunity: a "bad" 
attitude, uncooperative spirit, 
skeptical of administration, resent­
ful, etc. Our minds naturally go to 
^models" of such negativism.
Now before we pass Joe, or 
our favorite "model" negativist off as 
such.iConsider carefully how Joe or 
our "model" was determined to be 
negativistic, who considered him so, 
and for what reason.
Perhaps the big question is 
not who are negativists, but who 
determines and defines what 
negativism and its opposite are. Who 
defines and decides what a "bad 
attitude" té? Who or what is it seen 
in light of? Wouldn’t positivism and 
negativism be at the discretion of 
whoever defines the meaning and 
application of the terms?
Using positivism and 
negativism as a means of helping 
persons overcome acute troubles has 
some value. But there is a real 
problem with using the terms as 
concrete standards of measure in the 
broad realm encompassing all life.
For one thing, positive­
negative lingo is inadequate to 
handle the caliber of persons and 
problems they are assumed to apply 
to. It’s like diagnosing a first-degree 
burn as terminal cancer. It reduces 
everything and everyone to the 
lowest possible common denomina­
tor.
Thoroughgoing positivism 
also tends to pass off rational inquiry 
and legitimate disagreement as mere 
negativism. To disagree is to be 
negative, or "troubled.” The positiv­
ist takes the inquiry personally, then 
reduces the inquirer to the position
of a negativist.
Such thinking disallows any 
rationality that something might 
really be questionable. This train of 
thought tends to oversimplify arid 
overlook a serious and complex side 
of issues and problems. It promotes 
an illusion that all is either totally 
black or totally white, with no 
middle ground.
In fact, it is entirely 
possible to redefine terms like this
into a personal arsenal of subjective 
verbage. They can be applied 
wherever, whenever, and to whom­
ever disagrees, confronts, or fails to 
conform to the definer's definition.
But, if we insist on using 
the positive-negative lingo, let's 
consider more carefully the implica­
tions and results of it. Perhaps 
people and situations aren't as 
negativistic, or positivistic, as they 
seem to be.
Conflict in Viet Nam: 
pacifism vs. "obligation"
DEC. 10,1965 - As a \ 7 T P ' W D O i l V t  
Washington crowd watched in v  x v w »  1 v
horror a Baltimore Quaker, by Bernie Martin
Norman R. Morrison, set himself 
on fire on the steps of the
Pentagon becoming a human torch symbolizing the pacifist's protest 
against U.S. policies in Viet Nam.
A week later, a youth repeated the horrifying act by pouring 
gasoline on his clothing and setting fire to himself in front of the 
United Nations, protesting against war and "all the hate in the world."
There are two questions I would like to have asked these two 
pacifists and, in turn, every American. First, have Americans taken 
freedom for granted so long that we have forgotten the blood that was 
shed for it? And second, don't we have an obligation to help others in 
their fight for freedom?
According to pacifists, American soldiers in Viet Nam have 
no right to fight for the freedom of that country; I believe this is a 
short-sighted view of the situation. For it is not that American boys are 
giving their lives for a single small country, but that they are giving 
their lives for a cause-the cause of freedom.
The war in Viet Nam symbolizes the eternal struggle between 
good and evil-the American system with its freedoms as opposed to 
Communism with its oppressions.
America has been known throughout the world as a Christian 
nation. It has become so because men and women have been willing 
to give their lives for the American system which includes freedom, a 
necessary vehicle for Christianity.
Communism, on the other hand, is an ideology which 
endorses atheism wholeheartedly. Under Communistic control, a 
country cannot worship as it pleases.
If we believe that the American way is the best way, we will 
see Communism as an evil force which must be destroyed if we 
ourselves are to remain free. Could not Communism be compared to a 
disease? If a person does not stop cancer immediately, it will soon 
spread throughout his whole body, destroying the once-good cells. 
Communism must be met with an opposition that is willing to die for 
the cause of freedom, or else suffer the consequences of Communistic 
control.
In the Viet Nam situation, America has a splendid opportu­
nity to prove to the world that we believe in our way of life so much 
that we are willing to die for another country's struggle for freedom.
I suppose the reason that the two men burned themselves was 
to turn the world's attention to the pacifist and his ideas in hope that 
others will champion their cause. I dare say that the two demonstra­
tions will, in the final outcome, produce an opposite effect, much like 
the "bleed-ins" and similar demonstrations retaliating against those 
who burned their draft cards.
Saying ‘no’ is not enough!
SEPT. 21,1989 - Much has 
been said in recent weeks about 
America's renewed efforts in the war 
on drugs. After eight years of Nancy 
Reagan's "Just Say No" program- 
which was little more than a cute 
slogan- we finally seem to be taking 
action, as outlined in President 
Bush's television address earlier this 
month.
The drug problem is one 
that touches all Americans every­
where. Even those of us here at 
Olivet are not immune to its effects, 
as much as we might like to think we 
are.
While there have been a 
few isolated instances of drug abuse 
at Olivet in the past, it is not a 
massive problem here. However, we
Staff
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are affected by drugs in other ways. 
Many of us know individuals who 
may be caught in the trap of addic­
tion; sometimes they are close 
friends, or even members of our 
families. Drugs have a terrible effect 
on all of our lives, regardless of who 
is actually using them.
It is naive for anyone to 
believe otherwise—and yet, many 
feel that it can not happen here 
because of our Christian heritage, or 
that it is something that "happens to
the other guy." We can no longer 
afford to accept this kind of think­
ing; it is time for all of us to wake up 
and get involved.
In the past Olivet students 
and faculty have donated their time, 
money and talents to a number of 
charitable activities: the annual 
CROP Walk, Red Cross blood 
drives, and the various food and 
clothing drives spearheaded by 
Compassionate Ministries are among 
those which spring to mind.
The time has come to focus 
some of this attention and energy on 
the war against drugs.
There are several local 
agencies which can benefit in one 
way or another from our support 
The Drug Abuse Resistance Educa-4| 
tion program (DARE) of the county 
sheriffs department is but one of the 
groups which utilize volunteers in 
their anti-drug efforts or rely on 
public contributions for much of 
their work. Students who wish to 
volunteer are encouraged to call 
DARE at 937-8262 or 937-8955.
Support of such groups is 
only a start, however. We propose 
that our campus organizations (such 
as Evangels or Compassionate 
Ministries) dedicate themselves to 
aiding in the combat of drug abuse 
and counseling those whose lives 
have been touched by such abuse- 
not only the abusers themselves, but 
their families and friends as well.
President Bush is correct to 
refer to it as a "war" on drugs-and 
like any war, it is up to all Ameri­
cans to do their part to ensure 
victory.
And that includes us.
(Editor's note: this editorial 
was later reprinted in the Oct. 8,1989 
edition o f the Kankakee Sunday Jour­
nal.)
President Bush responds...
Dear GlimmerGlass:
Thank you for taking the time to share your opinions and sugges­
tions on the important issue of drug use in our Nation. I will bring your com­
ments to the attention of the appropriate people in my Administration.
Our National Drug Control Strategy is the first such coordinated, 
cooperative effort to work towards eliminating illegal drug use. It requires 
the commitment of all levels of government and society and the determina­
tion of parents, businesses, and community leaders. Just as important, the 
interest, involvement and ideas of citizens such as you are needed if we are 
ultimately to achieve victory.
Thank you for giving heart to our cause. I urge you to remain stead­
fast on the battle lines in your own community. Help America fight back until 
we can truly claim victory over drugs.
God bless you, and God bless America.
Sincerely,
(Nov. 16,1989)
Battling that ‘class-ic 
fatigue syndrome ’
FEB. 4,1988 - At 8:15 a.m. during one of my 
many survey courses, I made a prediction at what time 
the guy next to me would fall asleep.
He had the ”1 got my paper done at 4 a.m." look 
when he walked in. By 8:05 he was nodding; kept his 
coat on, too, so he was still bed-warm. At 8:07 he folded 
his arms. At 8:10 he folded his arms...until just before 
8:11.
I kept watching him fight until he leaned 
forward and rested his cheek in his hand, elbow glued to 
the desk, a look of fierce resolve on his face. He glard at 
the blackboard, determined to listen. He might as well 
have shouted, "Away, Sandman! I will LEARN!"
That sorry sight, at 8:14, was what convinced 
me that he wouldn't make it. So at 8 :151 ventured a 
guess at when the poor determined lad would fade out 
and lose the battle of class fatigue.
I predicted 9:00, but he proved stronger than I 
had thought. It wasn't until 9:03 that he lay in a fetal 
position in front of his desk for an instant, and awoke to 
the roaring laughter of the class. In 48 minutes he had 
worked his way into the most intense in-class slumber I'd 
ever seen, having curled up on the floor.
We laughed, but it was a nervous laughter. The 
24 of us in the class had witnessed the ugly consequences 
of what we fought with every academic day. As we 
laughed, I examined the faces and knew every person 
was thinking the same terrifying thoughtaS
There, but fo r the grace o f God, curl I.
If you’ve never felt this pull to the netherworld, 
you aren't a college student. Your initiation to higher 
education has nothing to do with your first exam-unless 
it includes that day when you first slept through a test 
review. It has to do with the ability to last from February 
to March on a total of seven hours of sleep.
This is a list of some tell-tale signs of class 
fatigue. (Of course, you won't recognize them happening 
to you if you are asleep.) The most basic solution is 
sleep. At night When God makes it dark. That, I know,
Shooting From 
The Kip
by Sean Kipling Robisch
is much too idealistic and not at all collegiate. But from 
the perspective of the nocturnal undergrad, see if you 
recognize any of these postures and side effects of rlac« 
fatigue.
■  If you've been reading the same word on the 
chalkboard over and over because you've noticed one of 
the letters looks like a doggie, or if you've been looking 
at the board for 10 minutes and the professor is using an 
overhead projector, you're lost
■  If you think your head is a boomerang that 
just circled the room, or if you can see the inside of your 
shirt pocket, you were nodding off.
■  If your head is resting in the crook of your 
elbow, you're asleep. If you slobber into your book, 
you're asleep and embarassed. If you're running down a 
long hallway with a bright light at the end, you're really 
asleep.
■  If you find yourself sitting up straight, clutch­
ing your desk and screaming, you were having a bad 
dream. If you wake up holding the girl next to you when 
the professor calls on you, you were having a good 
dream (but scratch one potential date).
■  If the professor asks when Magellan sailed 
around the world and you say, "Yes," then he woke you 
up. If you say "1987," you're half asleep. If you say 
"Aimmullagnmmgn," and then snort, he didn't wake you 
up. If you blast your eyes open and stare at him until he’s 
scared, he thinks he woke you up. But he didn't. In which 
case you are free to go back to sleep and face the 
consequences when you wake up.
Which may not be until nighttime, when you 
start studying.'
Come on, girls, make up your minds
On Olivet's WomenMARCH 13,1950 - It can be said without question that Olivet’s 
women sometimes can be very curt, 
snobbish, indifferent and even am- 
bigious in their dealings with 
Olivet’s men.
By all evidences it seems that 
the women take too much for 
granted. If a fellow takes out a girl 
for two or three dates then takes out 
another girl, the poor thing has been 
jilted. On the other hand, if he dates 
her pretty steadily she has the 
tendency to string him along, and 
make believe that she likes him 
when only she is just wanting to 
make sure of having a date for all 
the school functions or just waiting 
for someone better to come along.
Some of the girls here tell the 
fellow that they have a good time on 
their date, then they will go right up 
to their room and start running the 
poor guy down.I just can’t under­
stand it. If you smile at them you’re 
a flirt, if you don’t you’re a drig. If 
you try to carry on a conversation on 
a date you’re a gab, if you don’t 
you’re a bore. If you try to put your
by Wayne Jones and March McGuire
arm around her (or kiss her) you’re 
fresh, if you don’t you’re just plumb 
green. If you try to be nice you’re 
just fooling her, if you don’t you’re 
in love with her. Can you beat that? 
It’s beyond me. Women? Whew! 
Deliver me!
“Into the well which supplies 
thee with water, cast no stones”-’Tis 
a truth for sure, but it’s not the basis 
for the statements of this simple 
composition. To attempt to write an 
article about women, a man, unless 
he is a fool, must admit that he 
could be wrong, that he probably is, 
and that he is sorry for i t
Perhaps the greatest boon of 
the modem school is the fact that it 
is a coeducational institution. Yet, 
some of our Olivet male section 
might just as well live in the 15th 
century. There are others of our 
group who like the “scenery”-they 
like the idea of young girls flirting
flirting around the campus. Even 
now we take their raving glance and 
glassy stare as a harbinger of warmer 
weather. But the man of true wisdom 
is the man who takes advantage of 
every good opportunity. The answer 
is-they are the best! They’re not 
good looking? You’re mistaken! A 
recent graduate, who married one of 
Olivet’s loveliest coeds, states that 
our girls as a group are better 
looking than the 9,000 females who 
inhabit the School where he is doing 
his graduate work. After all, to find 
true beauty you must look into 
people as well as at them.
Here’s the point, men-Get 
out and associate with the girls, find 
this added dividend of college-life. 
The actualities of feminine compan­
ionship will make you realize the 
stupidity of further indifference... 
’’Are the stars too distinct? Pick up 
the pebble that lies at thy feet.”
Worship and Watergate
Viewpoint______________
by Jeff Grosvenor
NOV. 2,1973 - None can 
deny the extremes to which 
confidence in the present admin­
istration in Washington has been 
tested, or the seriousness with 
which that situation affects our 
own lives. Our supreme leader has 
all but failed his obligation to the 
American people, and almost 
remarkably, the people are 
concerned enough to react in a 
way noticeable to even Washing­
ton.
A point to be more 
closely considered by the Chris­
tian, is how much he is going to 
let the Washington situation 
interfere with his worship of God; 
something it has been freely doing 
since the investigation first turned 
in the president's direction.
On the one day of the 
week that a church-goer sets aside 
to visit the house of God, he 
unfailingly gets a variable-length 
report on the current presidential 
situation. On the day he chooses 
to forget the world, it is brought to 
him free of charge in the middle 
of the worship service.
On this Sunday past, for 
example, two of the major 
Nazarene churches in the area 
portrayed Nixon as a modem 
"Daniel in the Lion's Den."
While I have no right, 
nor any business, saying whether 
the statements were inspired by 
man or not, I do feel it would have 
done a lot more spiritual good had 
they been deleted from the service 
altogether.
Innocent or not, Nixon 
does not deserve to be compared to 
the Biblical character Daniel, 
simply because Daniel was a very 
Godly man, and his trials came 
about through his stand for God.
The church is not the 
place for political forum. It is the
house of the God we can never 
worship or love enough. We must 
consciously avoid letting the world 
dominate our minds while in this 
house.
Let us not be worshippers 
of Watergate, but rather, worship­
pers of God.
(GlimmerGlass artw ork by Cindy Collins)
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Noted journalist flees Hitler regime
JAN 14,1941 - The chapel speaker of January 8,1941, proved to be one of 
the most outstanding personalities of the school year so far.
Mrs. Dora N. Ester, the wife of Rev. Ester of the First Evangelical Church 
of Kankakee, introduced the speaker, Mrs. Margaret Kaiser, as the mother of five 
children, journalist, social worker under the old German Republic, and the 
potential author of a book entitled Peace and International Understanding.
Mrs. Kaiser said in part that the conditions of the world depend on the 
Christian people and preachers of the Gospel of Jesus Christ We in America will 
have to help the youth of Germany (who, by the way, have not fallen for all of 
Hitler’s ideas) to develop a faith in Christianity. The German church has never 
inspired the common people because its great theologians have not reached the 
people; Christian fellowship has not been encouraged, and the churches were for 
the leaders. These conditions have made the church easy prey for Hitler.
Economic conditions in Germany provided another avenue of power for the 
Fuehrer. Following the World War, depression hit Germany, and she had not 
recovered when Hitler came along and offered economic security and jobs to the 
masses of unemployed and the youth.
In the question period that followed her talk, Mrs. Kaiser said in relation to 
the family life of Germany, that Hitler has created an ambiguous situation. Hitler 
holds that the nucleus of the state is the family , but he demands that supreme loyalty 
be to the state rather than the family.
Mrs. Kaiser, in answering a question on the German-Russian situation said 
that the alliance between the two countries was political expediency. Hitler needs 
what Russia has to offer, and therefore he keeps up a semblance of friendship.
Throughout the whole period, we as a student body were amazed at the ease 
and fluency with which Mrs. Kaiser spoke. She was well-informed and genuine in 
her observations on Nazi Germany, and equally cognizant of the affairs of France, 
Italy, and America.
Many thanks are due to the Kankakee Ministerial Association for bringing 
such a well-known speaker to Kankakee, and also to Mr. Dale Moore, the only 
Nazarene minister in the Association, for obtaining the services of Mrs. Kaiser for 
Olivet Nazarene College
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Nearly 50 years after M argeret Kaiser spoke at Olivet concerning her escape from Nazi Germany, the school hosted an exhibit honoring those Jews who lost 
their lives in the Holocaust. (GtimmerGlass photo by Jeff Keys)
GlimmerGlass staff organized
OCT. 1,1941 - The Glimmer- 
glass, under the supervision of Editor 
Normalee Phillips and the cooperation 
of her efficient staff, plans to incorpo­
rate every activity of the College in its 
columns. Miss Phillips ably fills her 
new position as Editor.She called her 
staff together for organization the first 
week of school.
The stupendous task of manag­
ing the business details of our paper 
has been placed upon a very efficient 
Junior, Victor Sutch. Assisting him is 
Darlene Christiansen who served last 
year as Business Manager of the 
Evergreen. Darlene, a college sopho-
more, came to Olivet last year from 
Kankakee High School where she served 
as business manager of the Kankakee 
Keynote and of the Kankakeean.
John Rogers has many interests 
which qualify him for covering the 
feature items for the paper. Heps an 
excellent cameraman and an experi­
enced member of his high school paper 
staff in Frankfort, Indiana. The differ­
ent organizations will receive com­
plete writeups by Miss Dorothy Ful- 
lenwider, who edited the Aurora for 
’41.-
. , Evangeline Hinz, former ed i- .
tor of the Evergreen, was appointed.
writer for the religious functions for 
the school. Jack Goodwin, one of our 
accomplished pianists, reports the dif­
ferent programs for Olivet’s Music 
Department
Through the enthusiasm of our 
sports page writers comes the up-to- 
the-minute news in Olivet Athletics. 
The novelty of a feud, the battle ofthe 
sexes, or what have you will he em | 
gaged by Wilma Gibson and James 
Rice under the headlines "Gabbing 
With Gibby", and "Gym by Jim.”
„,,,, •; (: Miss Fess has been elected as 
faculty sponsor of the Glimmerglass.
Scientist predicts 
post-war future
A l w a y s  w i s h ® 3  a
n a p p y
and successful
school year t o  t h e
t u d e n t s  and s t a f f
O l i v e t  nazarene
■
FEB. 24,1944 Dr. Gerald 
Wendt, a noted scientist, astounded a 
large crowd of Olivet’s students and 
Kankakeeans with his picture of the 
post-war world. Mr. Wendt, who saw 
active service during World War I, 
spoke before a full house at the 
Kankakee raHigh School auditorium 
February 7. Through his comprehend 
sive knowledge of science and its 
potentialities his listeners were able to 
see clearly the part that chemistry is to 
play in tomorrow’s world.
The walkie-talkie, made famous 
during this war, is due to become use­
ful to civilians after the war. Farm 
wives will call their husbands in from 
the fields with this five-pound radio­
telephone.
Radar will be transformed into 
three dimension television and will be 
a powerful influence on society. Tele­
vision sets are likely to be high-priced 
and as a result will be purchased by 
restaurants, saloons, YMCA’s, and thea­
ters. We will become social creatures 
because we will flock to these central 
places for our entertainment
Our houses are going to come 
in sections which can be rearranged to 
suit the season or the fashion. An extra 
room can he buttoned on to such an 
abode in a matter of a few hours. We 
will be able to buy our furniture first 
then set up the house to go with i t
The man of tomorrow is to be
denied the tear-drop car! The plane 
will take the field in speed. Those of 
us who don’t care to fly will have cars 
with 25-horse power motors that will 
he about the size of a typewriter. With 
the use of 100 octane gas we will be 
able to cruise at 70 or 80 miles per 
hour.
And when we get tired of stomp­
ing at the Waldorf, we can hop a plane 
and in twenty-four hours be at the 
Carlton On the Strand in London. Pri­
vate planes will eliminate the need for 
the long-anticipated super highways.
Housewives of the future will 
go to the kitchen, mix a prescribed
amount of food with white powder, 
heat the compound and proudly serve 
mashed potatoes to their families. HOH
& SS ------ HOHSS, that is the the
formula for a tender, sizzling steak.
As soon as the war is won, we 
will begin to use our power for good. 
The scientists, 10,000 of them, who 
spend now $1,000,000,000 annually 
for research, are going to pit their 
combined strength against disease, 
famine, drought, and the rest of man’s 
afflictions.
Science can and will be a 
tremendous force for good in the world 
of tomorrow. The science page of 
today is the birthplace of the future.
Olivet reservists keep busy 
learning military lifestyle
NOV. 1942 - Olivet College is 
trying to do her part in preparing young 
men for military services. The Re­
serves expect to become officers; hence, 
they are busy getting into good physi­
cal condition by taking three hours of 
gym and two hours of calisthensics 
and drill work a week.
When the Army and Navy offi­
cers were here recently they stated that 
one of the biggest things that could be 
done in helping to prepare for service 
would be to have a good physical edu­
cation program.
Prof. Jones, athletic director, 
reports that there may be a law which 
will require all college men to take 
physical education five hours a week 
instead of three as heretofore.
Olivet is glad to do its part in 
training these men for service. We are 
happy about the recommendation of 
the group that visited us two weeks 
ago. After this visit our quota of Re­
serves was nearly doubled.
Keep up the good work, Army 
and Navy Reserves. We’re back of 
you.
( F
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LOOKING FOR THE PERFECT GIFT 
FOR SOMEONE SPECIAL?
& Browse in  a store where you can leave feeling  
better than w hen you came in.
*  Gifts and cards that convey a warm loving  
message honoring the occasion and giver.
#  Books that focus on improving relationships
w ith teens, parents, spouse, and God.
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ONC takes to the air
FEB. 3,1947 - After almost 
two years of extensive study and plan­
ning, Prof. George A. Snyder, Direc­
tor of Radio, announces today that ar­
rangements have been completed for 
the operation of a campus radio station 
at Olivet Nazarene College.
Campus radio statio ONC is a 
low-power radio station operating 640 
kilocycles with the listening area to 
the college campus.
Call letters reserved for the 
Olivet campus station are WONC. The 
Radio Department is fortunate in get­
ting call letters which have such ap­
propriate identification with the the 
name of our college. The ONC stu­
dios, offices and production room will 
be located in the Administration Build­
ing at the north end of the fourth floor.
The purpose of WONC will be 
to provide the college and student body 
with programs of inspiration, music, 
news, sports, disscussion groups, and 
special college activities.
Olivet radio students and other 
interested students will serve on the 
staff organizing, writing, and produc­
ing the regular daily broadcasts. Mr. 
Bemie Smith of the radio faculty has 
been making preparations since last 
September for the WONC schedule of 
broadcasts.
The purpose of these programs 
besides giving students invaluable 
practical experience in actual broad­
casting, is to represent the campus 
atmosphere and fundamental religious 
standards that are significant on our 
college campus.
According to Prof. Snyder, the 
opportunity for radio experience now 
available to our student body will be 
far reaching in preparing future 
ministers,teachers, Christian workers, 
missionaries, businessman, and others 
with adequate knowledge of radio 
broadcasting.
The operation of the campus 
station WONC is part of the Olivet' 
radio educational program as super­
vised by Dean C. S. McClain and the 
Radio Committee.
The ONC radio production staff 
composed of outstanding students of 
radio has been selected by Mr. Smith. 
The organization of the WONC staff 
will be patterned after the responsi­
bilities of a regular broadcasting sta­
tion. This will include all the details of 
programming, writing, andproduction 
of radio programs. The staff will plan, 
write, and produce the majority of the 
programs to be aired on WONC with 
students, faculty, members and organi­
zations of the college invited to par­
ticipate.
The WONC Radio Production 
Staff is composed of the following 
students: Program Director, Earl 
Ferguson; Prodution Director, Henry 
Engbrecht; Continuity Director, Wanda 
Milner; Music Staff,Ray Dafoe; News 
and Special Events, Ray Hawkins; 
Sports, To be announced; Commer­
cial Director, Jay Pitts; Engineering 
Staff, To be announced.
NCA accredits Olivet
APRIL 17,1956 - Olivet Naza- 
rene College was admitted to mem­
bership in the North Central Associa­
tion of Colleges and Secondary Schools 
at the annual meeting of the Associa­
tion in Chicago last week. Member^ 
ship in the Association constitutes full 
regional accreditment of the local in­
stitution.
Olivet was accredited by the 
Illinois State Department of Public 
Instruction in 1939 and received ac­
creditment by the University of Illi­
nois as a Class A four-year liberal arts 
college in 1943.
North Central recognition means 
full accreditment throughout the United 
States.
The decision by North Central 
to accredit Olivet climaxes a year of 
waiting for the institution. Last year 
NCA withheld a decision on Olivet’s 
admittance for one year.
Olivet Nazarene College has 
had a good reputation educationally 
from its early beginnings, but was not 
formally accredited until 1939, in the 
spring preceding the disastrous fire
of the next November.
At this time upon examination, 
the college was accredited provision­
ally by the University of Illinois and 
was accredited by the Illinois State 
Department of Public Instruction for 
the certification of teachers.
In 1943 upon further examina­
tion the college was granted full ac f y 
creditment by the University of Illi­
nois.
Olivet’s acceptance into mem­
bership of the North Central Associa­
tion of Colleges and Secondary Schools 
makes it the twenty-first such liberal 
arts college in Illinois thus to berecog-
nized. Membership in the association 
is based onanumberofcriteria, among 
the most important of which are fac­
ulty strength, library, student person­
nel services, and finance.
The college purposes and cli­
entele, the curriculum, instruction, 
administration, and institutional study 
also are criteria which were consid­
ered.
Dr. Harold W. Reed, President 
of Olivet, is the fourth President to 
serve in this present location. He has 
guided the school through the last seven 
years of its progress towards accredi­
tation.
Famous vet to attend Olivet
JAN. 15,1954 - Eugene L. In­
man, who made the front page of many 
newspapers in the United States with 
his story about finding God in a Ko­
rean prisoner of war camp, will enroll 
at Olivet College for the second se­
mester.
He has dedicated his life to the
ministry, according to an Associated 
Press news release, and will begin a 
four-year pre-seminary course the 
second semester. His brother, Cecil, is 
a sophomore at Olivet
Inman feels he owes God some­
thing. He said, “If it weren’t for the 
help of God I wouldn’t be here now.”
:The above artist’s conception of the fountain in front o f Chalfant Hall was originally published in the March 23, 
1964 GtimmerGlass. The fountain, a gift from the Class o f 1964, was originally proposed to be built in front of 
Ludvig  C en te rW th e  present location of the Decker Quadrangle. Despite the original $5000 investment, the 
fountain has since been dismantled, I  -. J
Library dedication set
JAN. 18,1956 - On January 25, 
1955 Miss Ruth Gilley presented the 
plans of the new library building at a 
faculty meeting.
The next Saturday, Mr. C.C. 
Briggs, the architect, and Miss Gilley 
presented the plans to the Library 
Building Plans Institute in Detroit, 
Michigan.
Less than one month later, the 
Glimmerglass headline read: ‘T rus­
tees Approve New Library Plans.” The 
first contracts were awarded early that 
month.
Today the new Memorial Li­
brary has become a reality. This mod­
em, air-conditioned, fireproof build­
ing has gone from drawing board to 
solid stone in less than one year. De­
signed by the firm of Gregg and Briggs 
and executed by general contracter, 
Ray J. Benoit and Company, the 115- 
by-55 foot structure is the first and last
word in modem library design.
Built and equipped by the sac­
rificial giving of the Central Educa­
tional Zone at an apprpximate cost of 
$280,000 and hundreds of hours of 
time, this long-needed educational 
necessity is finally here, snaking its 
vital contributionin further moderniz­
ing Olivet’s educational program.
Peculiar to the ground floor is 
the mechanical room where, as un­
usual as it may seem are the heating 
and air-conditioning units—no other 
floor in the entire multi-thousand dol­
lar study rtructure can make that state­
ment!
Also in ambling around the 
ground floor the reader will find the 
music room, complete with Hi-Fi pho­
nograph, the stack area for the 700’s- 
900’s (books), and the receiving room. 
Among other features of the ground 
floor is space for genuine U S- Gov­
ernment articles and some unprocessed 
books.
Wending our way up the stair­
way to the first floor (the elevator is for 
books) we we look in the coat room to 
make sure our coat is still there, then 
wander over to the map and rare book 
room, catalog area, and librarian’s 
office. Browsing in the stack area, the 
reader will find that the 400’s are on 
the second floor.
At the pinnacle of the most 
modem structure in Bourbonnais, are 
the reference, typing and seminar rooms, 
stack area for four, five, six, and eight 
hundred’s and the periodicals. .
On the west side of this floor is 
the reserved reading area and faculty 
book display.
Approximately thirty thousand 
people on the Central Educational Zone 
have contributed to make this needed 
biblio storehouse a reality^
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Olivet students Tom Judd , Jim  Grasse and Tim Spackey speak with Senator Barry Goldwater following 
Goldwater's 1961 Kankakee appearance. (Photo courtesy of ONU Archives.)
‘U.S. may not be free by 1970,’ says senator
Tim Spackey 
Staff reporter
SEPT. 29,1961 * “We (the United States) may not 
be a free country by 1970!” Words, with deep meaning, 
from the Conscience of a Conservative.
The above statement was made by Senator Barry 
Goldwater (R.-Ariz.) in an interview Friday, Sept. 15, 
1961, in the Hotel Kankakee.
Attending the 45-minute conference were Tom 
Judd and Jim Grasse of the social science department; Don 
James, editor of the Glimmer glass', D.J. Strickler; and this 
reporter, Tim Spackey.
Both Mr. Judd and Mr. Grasse tried to probe the 
mind of the conservative-thinking Congressman, who has 
been considered as a possible Republican Presidential can­
didate in 1964, by asking the Senator many questions 
which confront the American public today.
When asked if hebelieved a conservative could win 
the Presidency, Mr. Goldwater said the Conservatives 
would attempt to capture the Chief Executive’s position, 
but admitted they were doubtful if they could be victori- 
ou&R|
The Senator’s most astonishing statement, obvi­
ously, was the above viewpoint on America’s future. He 
elaborated at some length as to why he felt pessimistic. Ba­
sically his attitude can be summed up in the following two
points:
1. Russia is winning the cold war.
2. Americans do not appreciate their freedoms.
As an example of point one, Mr. Goldwater
pointed out that “Russia does not need a general world 
war because she is winning anyhow .flj
To illustrate contention two the Conservative
said, “Material posessions........are more important to
Americans. Kennedy talks of sacrifice, and yet he is 
not willing to ask people to sacrifice.”
The Congressman’s pessimism was also evi­
dent in his thinking on the Berlin crisis. He observed 
that the situation is ripe for war, and added, “ ., jn  three 
or four days they (the Communists) would have us 
because of superior aircraft:” 4
The interview, however, was not confined strictly 
to the future of the United States or a discussion of the 
foreign outlook. Mr. Goldwater did comment on the 
political situation in the U.S. The Conservative leader 
said he believed there was a general movement to the 
right with a few exceptions, such as New York, Cali­
fornia and New Jersey.
Expressing h is1 criticism of the Kennedy ad­
ministration, he mentioned that the Presidenthas faired 
badly in Congress since the Fourth of July, citing the 
defeat of the foreign aid bill and the not-total success 
of the school bill as examples.
50 years of the
40 percent off the
What more can you ask for?
Every clay the Chicago Tribune puts Ihe world 
at your fingertips...with the Midwest's best 
news writing, sports coverage and business 
reporting. It's transmitted via satellite to a 
printing site near you so that you get up-to-' 
the-minute information oh global and 
national events. /'
Order now to havfr the Midwest's best 
newspaper delivered to yootdorm or 
apartment at 40c4joff the regular newsstand 
price!
Feel the action with Sports. Follow your 
•favorites with the Midwest's most colorful 
coverage of college, prep and pro sports! Get 
award-winning action photography, plus 
expert commentary from Bob Verdi, Bernie 
Lihcicome and Jon Margolis. ,
Enjoy Tempo. Every day, enjoy articles about 
science, arts, literature, current events'and 
interesting people, plus comics, puzzles and 
the Chicago Tribune crossword puzzle. 
Compare opinions with award-winning 
columnists. When it comes to forming an 
opinion, these Chicago Tribune columnists 
have very definite ideas: Mike Royko, Bob 
Greene, Ann Landers and Dear Abby.
Stay on top of the world with national 
news. Chicago Tribune journalists cover the 
world with the kind of depth and analysis you 
just can't get from radio or television.
Track your future in Business. Complete 
fin ljc ia l tables.and the Midwest's largest 
business writing staff enable you to make 
sound decisions on your future -  from the 
career path you follow to the stocks you want 
to buy.
To receive the Chicago Tribune at 
40% off the newsstand price:
Call Link Newspaper Delivery (815) 933-7933,
Call 1-800-TRIBUNE and ask for Operator 59, 
or visit our display in Ludwig Center.
‘Damaged, but not irrepairable’
Tornado rehabilitation 
work to begin soon
MAY 24,1963 - In the five 
weeks that have passed since a tornado 
struck the campus of Olivet Nazarene 
College, the estimates of damage to 
the campus have ranged from “total 
destruction,” by a reporter hundreds of 
miles away to an appraisal of “seri­
ously damaged, but not irrepairable,” 
by an administrator thankful that there 
was no loss of life on the immediate» 
college grounds.
Of all estimates of damage, 
certainly the latter is most realistic. 
The storm did indeed inflict serious 
damage. The final estimate could welffl 
be in excess of $1 million dollars.
In chronological order the storm 
struck Burke Administration building; 
inflicting serious damage and necessi-H
taring the complete removal of the 
fourth floor to make possible a survey 
of damage to the lower floors.
Next the storm struck Walker 
Hall, the greenhouse and health office, 
completely obliterating the utility of 
these buildings. Damage to the power 
p lants the cafeteria and the gymna­
sium was confined to the windows and 
the roof.
Possibily one of the most spec- , 
tacular effects of the storm was the 
collapse of 88 feet of the 120-foot 
smokestack. Slight damage was done 
to the construction of the new chapel 
and some windows were broken in 
Chapman Hall, Memorial Library and 
Williams Hall.
Plans for reconstruction have
already begun. Bids have been taken 
on Walker Hall and the health office. 
Extensive repairs on the roofs of the 
gymnasium and the cafeteria are 
planned for this summer.
All broken windows were re­
placed within days of the storm and 
most of the insurance claims to private 
property have been settled.
Word has not yet been given as 
to the future of the administration 
building. A careful study of the dam­
age must be made before such a deci­
sion can be made.
Fortunately, the school is cov­
ered by full replacement insurance. 
Two years ago the board of trustees 
reviewed Olivet’s insurance plan and 
decided to extend it to full coverage.
Von Braun to give lecture here
APRIL 14, Î961 - Dr.Wemher 
von Braun, noted space exploration 
authority and director of the George C. 
Marshall Space Flight Center, National 
Aeronautics and Space Administra­
tion, Huntsville, Ala., will bring a lecture 
here Saturday, April 22.
The Olivet Lyceum Commit­
tee is sponsoring von Braun’s appear­
ance. He will speak at the East Jr.High 
School gymnasium at 8 p.m.
Dr. von Braun was bom in 
Wirsitz,Germany, on March 23,1912. 
He was awarded a bachelor’s degree at 
the age of 20 by the University of 
Berlin, and two years later, he re­
ceived his doctorate in phylfc&at the 
same institution.
In 1930, he joined a group of 
inventors who constituted the German 
Society for Space Travel. In 1932, he 
was employed by the ordinance de­
partment of the German government
From 1932 to 1937hewaschief 
of a small rocket development station 
near Berlin. The liquid-fueled rockets 
identified as A l, A2 and A3, forerun­
ners of the V2, were developed there.
Dr. von Braun became techni­
cal director of the Peenemuende Rocket 
Center in 1937. The V2 was developed 
there.
In the closing months of World 
War II, he led more than 100 of his 
fellow scientists to the West and sur­
rendered to the Allied Powers.
•J JÜio n .
Dr. W ernher ypn Braun (Photo courtesyof ONU Archive?)/
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Dr. von Braun came to this 
country in Sept. 1945, under contract 
to the U.S. Army and directed high al­
titude firings of captured V2 rockets at 
White Sands Missile Range, N.M.
Later, he became project direc­
tor of a guided missile development 
unit at Ft. Bliss, Tex., which employed 
some 120 of his Peenemuende col-- 
leagues. In 1950, the entire group was 
transferred to Huntsville, where the 
Army centered its rocketry activity
Dr. von Braun and 102 of his 
associates and their families received 
American citizenship in Huntsville on 
April 15,1955.
The Army ballistic missile 
agency development team which Dr. 
von Braun headed was transferred to 
the NASA this year at the direction of 
ex-President Eisenhower. The group, 
which became the major element of/ 
the new Huntsville space flight center, 
was made responsible for developing 
and launching NASA’s space vehicles.
The major current project is the 
Saturn heavy space rocket, the most 
powerful known in the world._
At the Huntsville in 
Dr. von Braun directed the develop­
ment of the 200-mile Redstone rocket, 
which was this country’s first large 
ballistic rocket. Later, his group de­
veloped the Jupiter IRBM. The Persh­
ing rocket development program was 
also directed by Dr. von Braun.
Special versions of the RedS 
stone and Jupiter were used by the von 
Braun team in launching the free world’s 
first sattelites of the earth and sun, ExjS 
plorer I and Pioneer IV, and in the first 
successful space flight and recovery of 
animal life.
Dr. von Braun has received 
many professional and scholastic honors 
for his leadership in rocketry and space 
research, including presentation of the 
Distinguished Federal CivilianService 
Award by President Eisenhower last 
year.
Dr. von Braun’s appearance here 
will follow speaking engagements at 
the University of Wisconsin.
Admission to the lecture is free 
of charge for students and non-stufl 
dents alike but will be by ticket only. 
These are obtainable from the public 
relations office. No tickets are avail­
able for persons younger than the jun­
ior high school age level.
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Trailerville a thing of theipast
Donna Ford 
Staff writer
FEB. 14,1979 ■ “I’m sorry to 
see Trailerville go. It is a tremendous 
help to married students,” said Sandy 
Rippe, a Trailerville resident
By June 30, 1981 all of the 
residents of Trailerville are expected 
to be moved ou t The reason for this is 
that the Board of Trustees has ap­
proved the plan to eliminate Trailer­
ville and use the land for the extension 
of Chaflant parking lot.
When this plan was approved, 
any currently enrolled student living 
in Trailerville could be finished with 
school by this date. Already, the num­
ber of trailers in Trailerville has de­
clined from 67 to 46.
Presently, no incoming mar­
ried students can move into Trailer­
ville. They must find housing off 
campus.
Chuck Beatty, Business M an-, 
ager for Olivet, said, “Presently, there 
are no plans for on-campus housing 
for the married student, unless some­
thing was self-supporting. Right now, 
that looks very remote,”
Beatty does keep a list of the 
availability of housing in the com m g|j 
nity and felt that there was a sufficient 
amount of housing available.
Mark Shenise, a married stu­
dent, was given a list of housing from 
Beatty when he came to Olivet as a 
freshman this fall. He had wanted to 
move into Trailerville, but it was no
longer available to new students. A 
trailer three miles from campus was 
the only place on the list that was 
affordable or fit to live in.
Mark’s wifecommented on the 
troubles of rinding a home. “One place
we looked at was so run down it wasn’t 
fit for a dog to live in. If we hadn’t 
found the trailer, Mark wouldn’t have 
come to school here,” she said.
Trailerville residents are going 
to be affected by the elimination of
i  I  'm going to lose money when I sell my trailer.
I  My tra ile riike  many trailers in Trailerville, is 
over 10 years old. No one wants to move into an 
older trailer.’
--Tim Ford, 1979 
Trailerviille resident
Trailerville. Some residents are con­
cerned that they will have to move into 
the community because they might 
have difficulty in completing school 
by the deadline. One resident, Edu­
ardo Lerro said, “If I have to find rent 
elsewhere, the rent will be so expen­
sive I won’t be able to afford going to 
college.”
The common problem for most 
residents will be selling their trailer. 
Tom Beers, a Trailerville resident said, 
“Before it was decided to eliminate 
Trailerville, we had a good deal. You 
could sell a trailer to a married student 
moving in for the same price that you 
bought it. I ’m losing a lot of money.”
Another resident, Tim Ford, was 
concerned with the problem of selling
his trailer. “I’m going to lose money 
when I sell my trailer. My trailer, like 
many trailers in Trailerville, is over 10 
years old. No one wants to move into 
an older trailer,” Ford said. •
A common concern for Traibf 
erville residents is that married stu­
dents won’t come here if there is no 
housing available for them. Larry 
Presely, a Trailerville resident said, 
“Olivet ought to have housing for 
married students, otherwise Olivet will 
just be closing the door to them.”
Trailerville residents don’tlike
the problems involved in eliminating 
Trailerville, but they see no hope in 
saving it. Olivet will have a parking 
lot, but it will lose the only married 
student housing it has.
MUSIC
Why BENSTON'S BOOKSHOPPE 
IS Music Headquarters:
A t  t  new music is received automatically.
/  We are always up to date!
/ a t t  best-sellers in stock, except when 
A L L /  our suppliers are out.
ALL new artists are carried as available.
/ A T T  one-free-with-four coupons redeemed; 
A L L  Save 20% on nearly all purchases.
ALL special orders always acceptable.
Look for all the popular artists: Patti*-Petra, Amy 
Grant, Michael W. Smith, Dallas Holm, One Bad Pig, 
Acapella Vocal Band, Phil Keaggy. All favorite artists 
in all favorite styles.
4
Although barely remembered today, the area known as "Trailerville" was once an im portant part of the Olivet community. The small trailer yard provided 
housing for m arried students before its demise in the early 1980s. (Photo courtesy of the ONU Archives^
Benston's Bookshoppe 
795 N. Kennedy Drive 
Kankakee, IL 933-8229
Just three blocks south, off Meadowview Shopping Center
Thum bs U p!
50 terrific years of publication of the GlimmerGlass have given 
Olivet Nazarene University the satisfaction of being appreciated for 
know-how and leadership in the field of journalism. We commend 
and congratulate the GlimmerGlass on its 50th Anniversary and 
wish its continued success.
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Victims hospitalized after 
accident interrupts game
Bridgette Daniels______i_ _ _ ________________ _____
News Editor
FEB. 5,1987 - Only one victim of Saturday’s accident 
in Birchard Gymnasium has not been released from the 
hospital. Donald Lutes, 51, father of a Purdue-Calumet bas­
ketball player, is suffering from a cracked vertebra.
Considered the most seriously injured, Andrew Sabina, 
79,’Lutes’ father-in-law, was released Monday afternoon 
having received 15 stitches in a head wound.
, According to Lutes, Sabina stopped breathing Satur-^ 
day after being struck by the steel pipe until his daughter, Mrs. 
Lutes, gave him mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. His daughter 
also was hospitalized and released Saturday night
Dr. Ivor Newsham, Dean of College, said the Olivet’s 
insurance company would cover all medical costs incurred by 
the accident. He reported that all expenses are being turned 
over to the insurance company.
Since Saturday’s accident, where a 15-foot portion of 
the railing surrounding the overhead track gave way under the 
pressure of several Olivet students leaning on it, the gym and 
track have been reopened to all athletic events.
i Activity classes and afternoon practices were cancelled 
on Monday only. The scheduled wrestling tournament took 
place as planned.
Both Sabina and Lutes were transported to Munster 
Community Hospital in Indiana Saturday night Coach Larry 
Watson, athletic director, said that both left Kankakee in 
“Good spirits. He (Lutes) asked me when the game would be 
made up. He wanted to see the end of it.”
Monday Lutes said that because of the pressure of the 
broken vertebra, his bowels had shut of f and the hospital might 
have to start feeding him intravenously.
"Everything is in the Lord’s hands,” he said. “It was an 
accident...(and) an act of God that no one was killed.”
Lutes also said, “I love the gym and I love the excite­
ment at Olivet. I look forward to going there.” Lutes’ son, 
Dave Lutes, is No. 43 on the Purdue-Calumet basketball team. 
Dave was in the locker room when the railing fell.
Upon leaving the locker room he “saw his step-mother, 
she’s blonde and was covered with blood from helping her 
dad. My son freaked out and started crying. By this time, they 
had taken me and my father-in-law out in the ambulance,’r; 
Lutes said.
; Betty Elliott, of the Business Office, spent Monday 
compiling police and hospital reports for the insurance comB 
pany according to Coach Watson.
“There’s a lot of legalities involved,” said Doug Perry, 
vice president of Finances. “It’s hard to say anything before 
everything is set.”
Dr. Newsham, however, said that Olivet will be paying 
all medical bills. “We were not negligent, but because it was 
in our building, we'are responsible.”
“I am confident that whatever our obligation is, we’ll 
take care o f  it,” said Coach Watson, adding that everything 
.must go through insurance.
^was«.Xhe breaking of the railing was^a “freak accident,”
according to Coach Watson. Every railing was checked 
Monday and there was no sign of any cracks or weak spots. 
The steel broke off from the ledge “as if someone had taken 
a saw through it,” said Coach Watson.
“There have always been people standing up there 
and leaning on the railings,” said Coach Watson. “The only 
thing that made this unusual was the size of the people. 
They were all husky guys. It (the railing) wasn’t able to 
handle the weight...The bolts weren’t loose, the metal 
broke. It’s one-half inch metal.”
According to Coach Watson, some precautions will 
be taken future use of the track. Presently they are not sure 
of the measures that will be taken, but they may include the 
installation of ushers during games, or posted signs. No one 
will be allowed to lean on the rail.
Spectators will be allowed on the track during 
games. “If we don’t use it,” explained Coach Watson, 
“there’s nowhere to put everyone. It’s a mathematical 
problem.”
Fifteen people were taken to St. Mary’s Hospital 
and Riverside Medical Center. Four of these people were 
fans of Purdue-Calumet, and at least eight were Olivet 
students. All but Lutes and Sabina were released Staurday 
night
“None of us were really injured,” said Scott Frye, 
one of the Olivet students who fell into the fan-filled 
bleachers. “We have a lot of bruises, but it’s a miracle 
nothing more happened.” Frye also said that there were 10 
students up on that section.
The 10 students gathered there were heckling the 
other team’s players during the time-out that had been 
called. Seven of them were on the railing, and eight were 
hurtled into the crowd below with the railing.
In a letter written Monday explaining the accident to 
the Board of Trustees, President Leslie Parrott said that he 
had visited both hospitals where victims of the accident; 
were being cared for, and he "was very much impressed 
with the optimism among those who were treated."
He added that on the day of the accident he and his 
wife were scheduled to fly to Washington D.C. to attend a 
meeting of college presidents. His bags were packed and his 
driver was waiting to go, but then he "turned to Lora Lee 
and said I just didn't feel good about going. We discussed 
the matter briefly and she agreed that we should cancel and 
stay home if I felt that way." He commended Dr. Newsham 
and Coach Watson for how they handled the crisis.
At the time of the accident, a time-out had been 
called and Olivet was leading Purdue-Calumet 22-21 with 
nine minutes and 47 seconds left in the first quarter.
The game will be made up at a later date and picked 
up with the same score and same time remaining. A date has 
not yet been set but, barring complications, it will be 
another home game.
"I hope we can turn this negative event into some 
positive results. We now have an awareness of a potential 
problem that we were previously unaware of," said Coach 
—Watson, B .a.__
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reflects new image
B H L  8,1988^ Olivet Street no longer exists. The street, which runs between Ludwig Center 
l^ g B o lle g ^ C h u rc h  of the Nazarene, was renamed University Avenue by the village of 
: Bourbonnais to reflect Olivet’s elevation university status two years previously; The idea f o ^
.the name change began when the board of College Church began discussing the possibility o f
changing the c h u r l s  name. Board members felt that if the name of Olivet street was changed 
to llniveriistv Averin*, then the name would reflect hoth the school and its nhvsical location!!:
Olivet’s chef cooks 
for President Reagan
Jeff Williamson_________________
Staff writer
MARCH 1,1984 - Few people 
ever have the opportunity to see the 
President of the United States, and 
even fewer have the honor of prepar­
ing his dinner and being involved in a 
Presidential reception. However, that 
honor came to Mrs. Judy Coomeriv 
SAGA Food Service Manager at Ol­
ivet Nazarene College, who was one 
of the four chefs for the reception held 
Feb,6 at Eureka College, the alma 
mater of President Reagan.
The reception was an exclu­
sively attended affair for 75 guests 
who were invited to the event based on 
their donations to Eureka College.
Those honored to prepare the 
reception were chosen by the district 
manager for SAGA Food Service, which 
services Eureka College. Of all re­
sponsibilities that Mrs. Coomer hadM 
the most difficult challenge was en­
during the heavy security measures 
which surround a presidential appear-1 
ance.
In the weeks prior to the P resi^  
dent’s visit, Mrs. Coomer was requested 
to give her social security number to 
government officials who ran com­
plete security checks on her background 
and experience. Mrs. Coomer men­
tioned that during the day the Presi­
dent was to arr"e , Secret Service men 
were constantly observing every move.
“The security was unbelievable, 
with someone always looking over 
your shoulder,” she added.
For the President’s visit, there 
were 150 Secret Service agents, plus 
200 police assigned to protect the 
President and his entourage. All per­
sons who were present had to wear 
identification badges at all times, in
C elebrate th e  Glim m er G lass's
50th  at
Jaenicke's 
Drive-In
"Home of the famous 
Red Hots"
605 Armour Road 
Bourbonnais
Don't forget "Wiener W ednesday!”
order to go anywhere on the premises.
Mrs. Coomer mentioned that 
on one stairway in the building, there 
were eight Secret Service men sta­
tioned there to check traffic flow in the 
building.
The premises were also guarded 
by police dogs, which caused Mrs. 
Coomer some apprehension. “I saw 
the dogs and I thought, 'Oh,no! they’ll 
eat all the food I'’’"’She added that she 
had never realized how extensive the 
security measures are for a President, 
even to the extent that tables and furni­
ture were strategically placed to con-1 
trol the flow of guests as they greeted 
the President
When asked what she would 
remember the most about her day in 
Eureka, Mrs. Coomer described the 
exhilaration of watching the fleet of 
seven helicopters descending on the 
campus, as the band played Ilail to the 
Chief. She exclaimed , “To see the 
President so close...it was exciting.”
\T ó k G R \M
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dusty dirty ride and 
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MAKE A  CLEAN 
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TIMEI
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Go Back to School
with Little Professor
•  Literature Classics
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•  College Entry Study Guides
•  Little Professor Book Center 
offers Book Fairs for 
Organizational Fund Raising
Little Professor 
BOOK CENTER
MasterCard
M eadowview Center 
Hours: M-F 9:30-9, Sat. 9:30-5:30, Sun. 12-5
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A.L. Jones negotiating the recent INF treaty "that 
for the first time in our nation's history 
eliminates an entire category of offen­
sive nuclear weapons.
"Ronald Reagan and George 
Bush inherited a mess but turned it 
around and saved the country," said 
Quayle.
Quayle spent part of his time 
assailing Democratic opponent Michael 
Dukakis. Besides referring to the gov­
ernor as "the man from Massachu­
setts," Quayle called him "Tax Hike 
Mike," "Mr. Weekend Qff," and "Mr. 
Weak On National Defense!'."
Quayle said the one title he 
did not anticipate for Dukakis was 
"Mr. President."
One reason Quayle has spent! 
so much time in Illinois recently is that 
many polls show that the state is still a 
toss-up. Nationally, recent polls have 
shown the Bush-Quayle ticket as much 
as 17 points ahead.
Thompson, in his introduc­
tion of the Indiana native, said, "Sena­
tor Quayle, the reason that we brought 
you to Olivet Nazarene University was 
because we wanted to make a point. 
When you come to Illinois, you come 
home to America."
Staff Writer
OCT. 20,1988 - "a t was) the 
best campaign event yet,” reported 
ABC Nightline correspondent Judd Rose 
on Olivet Nazarene University's rally 
for Indiana Senator Dan Quayle. The 
rally was one of many Illinois appear­
ances the vice presidential hopeful made 
on Tuesday.
Despite arriving approxi­
mately 45 minutes late, Quayle was 
greeted in Chalfant Hall by an enthusi­
astic crowd of over 2,500 people, many 
of whom chanted "We want Quayle!"
Illinois Governor James Th­
ompson said in his introduction of 
Quayle, "This may well be the best 
audience that Mr. Quayle has seen on 
the campaign trail.?- ;'
Injesponse to the high-spir­
ited audience Quayle said, "I’m begin­
ning to feel what it’s going to be like oit. 
election night."
The 41-year-old Republican 
vice presidential candidate focused on 
the traditional conservative values that 
he has stressed throughout his cam­
paign.
Quayle said, ”1 know what 
you stand for as one Midwesterner to 
another. We stand for strong moral 
values. We stand for commitment to 
our families. We stand for preserving 
freedom and protecting individual 
liberty in this country."
Quale's Visit was the result of 
a contact Dr. Ted Lee, vice president 
of development and public relations, 
made with prominent Illinois Republi­
cans, including Lt. Gov. George Ryan 
of Kankakee. The rally was co-spon­
sored by Olivet and the Kankakee 
County Republican Party.
Dr. Lee said one reason he 
wanted Quayle to come was that many 
students at Olivet are from Indiana.
Dr. Lee also contacted the 
Democratic Party representatives to 
invite their national candidates, but he 
received no response.
Olivet Nazarene Univeristy President Dr. Leslie P arro tt and Vice President of Development and Public Relations Ted Lee joined Illinois Governor James 
Thompson and members of the local Republican Party in welcoming vice presidential candidate Dan Quayle to Olivet in October, 1988. The university was 
one of several stops Quayle made in Illinois during a full campaign day that was featured later that night on the ABC Network's Nightline news program. 
(GlimmerGlass photo by Daree McWilliams)
Quayle argued in favor of 
Republican Presidential candidate 
George Bush's plan that would allow 
tax incentives for parents to choose 
their own form of childcare.
Democrat Michael Dukakis's 
plan, in contrast, would create feder­
ally-funded daycare centers.
Quayle said, "We are the ones 
that believe in the bonding between 
the parent and the child. And let me 
tell you that the parent knows best. 
And we don't need the federal govern­
ment sticking its nose in."
On national security, Quayle 
stressed the importance of "maintain­
ing peace through strength." He praised 
the leadership of President Ronald 
Reagan and Vice President Bush in
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( I  know what you stand for as one Midwesterner 
I  to another. We stand for strong moral values. 
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stand for preserving freedom and protecting indi­
vidual liberty in this country.’
-Senator Dan Quayle 
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The event was covered by the 
national and local media. ABC Night- 
line reporter Judd Rose followed Quayle 
throughout the-day, and the show fo­
cused on Quayle Tuesday night
Olivet was mentioned briefly 
in Rose's report. He said the students at 
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and conservative to put it mildly."
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GlimmerGlass celebrates golden anniversary
History
■  Continued from Page 1
scription drive on behalf of Olivet 
servicemen. Students paid for a year’s 
subscription to the GlimmerGlass so 
that “our boys overseas” could read it.
Among the students working 
as GlimmerGlass reporters that year 
was a young man who still does simi­
lar work around Olivet’s campus to­
day: publicity director Gordon Wick- 
ersham.
The May 10, 1945 issue fea­
tured a pair of stories concerning sol­
diers with an Olivet connection.
The first told of graduate Robert 
Soule, then serving with the 12th Air 
Force Unit in Italy. Soule and the other 
members of his unit were named for 
gallantry in rescuing Allied airmen 
forced down in waters surrounding 
that country.
And then there was the tale of 
Cpl. Floyd ZUrchef.
Zurcher, a weather observer 
with an Army Air Force B-24 bomber 
group, had previously been reported 
as missing in action. The May 10 ar­
ticle, which told of Zurcher's rescue by 
Allied forces, revealed that he had 
been dropped by mistake behind Ger­
man lines and captured.
The years immediately follow­
ing the war were years of great change 
on Olivet’s campus, and all were re­
ported in the GlimmerGlass. A story 
in the Feb. 3,1947 issue described Ol­
ivet’s first attempt at establishing a 
campus radio station. An entire issue 
in the spring of 1949 was dedicated to 
the memory of Dr. Selden Kelley, who 
had died just months after being named 
President of Olivet. And the lead story 
on Jan. 31,1951 was concerned with 
the dedication of newly-built Williams 
Hall.
The GlimmerGlass itself went 
through a number of changes during 
this period. Circulation alternated from
year to year, changing from bi-weekly 
to weekly and back again several times. 
In 1949thepaperchangedformat alto­
gether, becoming a magazine-sized 
publication until 1953.
That same year, 1953, also 
marked the beginning of the Glimmer- 
Glass’s connection with the Illinois 
College Press Association. In the fall 
of that year, several staff members 
attended the ICPA’s Northern Regional 
Workshop at Northern Illinois State 
Teacher’s College. In 1987 the Glim­
merGlass became a full-fledged 
member of the ICPA, and has won 
several of that organization's awards.
A yearly tradition that contin­
ues today began with the Nov. 6,1956 
issue, the first time a photo of the 
Homecoming Queen and her Court 
was featured prominently on the front 
page of the Homecoming issuepanet 
Storer was elected Homecoming Queen 
that year.
Other “traditions” started by 
the paper over the years have proven 
less successful. On May 2,1958, stu­
dents were treated to the “Glajnmer- 
gliss” —■ an all-humor issue designed 
to help raise funds for the 1957-58 
student project fund. Other attempts at 
humor issues, usually in the form of 
April Fool’s Day editions, appeared in 
the early 1970s.
The GlimmerGlass experi­
mented with summer issues in 1965, 
1974 and 1975. There have also been 
numerous unsuccessful attempts to in­
crease the paper’s publication schedfc 
ule from bi-weekly to weekly, the most 
recent being in the fall of 1987.
An experiment of a different 
sort was featured in the Oct. 14,1966 
issue. An unknown campus artist drew 
and wrote the first installment of a 
comic strip entitled “O-Man,” a super­
hero parody likely inspired by the then- 
new “Batman” television series. In the 
first installment, mild-mannered stu­
dent Harry Hopwell became O-Man 
and set out to rescue his kidnapped
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Executive Editor Bridgette Daniels and news editor Ann Jones pu t the 
finishing touches on an issue in 1988. Daniels was a second generation staff 
member: her father, Emory, worked on the 1961-62 staff. (GlimmerGlass 
photo by Jerrod  Bell)
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girlfriend Phoebe Bea Bebe.
The strip was meant to be seri­
alized, in the same tradition as “Dick 
Tracy” or “Little Orphan Annie.” But 
while the final panel of that first strip 
promised that the story was “to be 
continued,” it never was. Today, al­
most 24 years later, no one knows 
what ever happened to O-Man and 
Phoebe Bea Bebe.
Throughout all the changes and 
experimentation, the GlimmerGlass’s 
primary function continued to be the 
reporting of campus news. A story in 
1962 reported that former U.S. Presi- - 
dent Dwight D. Eisenhower had been 
scheduled to speak on campus on Sept. 
14 during a visit of the Kankakee area. 
Although circumstances forced a change 
in plans, “Doe” stepped hoe long enough 
1 to apologize to Olivet president Dr. 
Harold Reed and express his apprecia­
tion to the students who had turned out 
to greet him.
Over the years, the Glimmer­
Glass has profiled a number of famous 
visitors to the Olivet campus. Among 
the visiting celebrities: television per­
sonalities Art Linkletter and David 
Brinkley; rocket scientist Dr. Wemher 
Von Braun; advice columnist. Ann 
Landers; former astronaut Scott Car­
penter, “Love Story” author Erich Segal; 
athletes Don Kessinger, Pete Marav- 
ich and Ben Peterson; Secretary of 
Transportation Elizabeth Dole; and 
Vice-Presidential candidate Dan 
Quayle.
The middle ’60s again brought 
change to Olivet’s campus, as the Glim­
merGlass reported on the construction 
and dedications of such buildings as 
Ludwig Center and Reed Hall of Sci­
ence. The Jan. 14,1966 issue featured 
photos of the GlimmerGlass staff 
moving their office to its present loca­
tion in Ludwig Center.
A month later, on Feb 11, the 
GlimmerGlass wrote at length con­
cerning what many still consider to be 
the single most important change of 
that era: Olivet’s entry into the world 
of intercollegiate sports. (The text of 
that story appears elsewhere in this 
issue.)
The GlimmerGlass experienced 
a change in format during the s p r in g s  
1967, a change that was as sweeping 
as it was temporary. The first clue that 
change was in the air was an article in 
the Jan M 3 issue, which announced 
that the newspaper was “undergoing 
some changes in staff and policy.” ’ 
Also altered during the course of this 
change was the format of the paper 
itself, and the change in format brought 
with it a change in name as well; on 
March 24,1967, Olivet students were 
introduced to the first issue of the new 
campus newspaper, The Quill.
The Quill was a much smaller 
publication than the GlimmerGlass, 
both in page size and in page count, 
and was clearly designed by the news­
paper staff as an experiment. The sec­
ond issue of the new publication con­
tained a survey which asked students 
to compare the new Quill to the old 
GlimmerGlass; the GlimmerGlass re­
turned the following fall.
Another name familiar to Oliv- 
etians today worked for the Glimmer­
Glass in the late ’60s, and even occu­
pied the Editor’s'chair for a brief pe­
riod of time. Dr. John Bowling, cur­
rently Pastor of College Church of the 
Nazarene, served as Editor during the 
fall o fJ969; an article published on 
Jan. 30,1970 indicated that Dr. Bowl­
ing resigned after receiving the call to 
the ministry.
During this period, student 
hewspapers became far more vocal 
politically than ever before; the Glim­
merGlass was no exception, as Presi- 
• dentRichardNixon and the Watergate 
scandal became favorite targets of 
student editorials and columns. An
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Registration 
Sets New All
Day Classes Alone 
Pass 400 Mark
Cries of, "Oh! Look at the line," i 
and "Will I ever get there?", rang j 
through the halls of New Olivet j 
last Monday and Tuesday as the j 
Registration for 1940-41 started j 
in full swing. With agonized fac-1 
es, the small and timid freshmen j 
made their way to the end of the i 
lines, while the smarter and more | 
wily upper-classmen used man* 
experienced ways to get through.
Monday proved to be the mo:=t 
crowded day as by 6:00 P. M. the 
total enrolled had soared to the 
600 mark. Half that number how­
ever did not finish and most of j 
the programs were put off until 
Tuesday. The total at the present | 
time is 383.
Many times during this period. I 
there were times of confusion for | 
the “old-timers" as -well as th e! 
"green Froshies". New courses , 
have been introduced and the^e 
are many new activities for every 
one.
As we start this new year to­
gether. we as a student body
rtytonA mii- "'*!■
come to our new Professors, anil 
as they are broken into our ways ; 
and customs and we into theirs, j 
may we each create a strong and [ 
unbreakable bond of friendship.
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Jo h n  Sm all 
Executive Editor
" i  see this year as a sort 
o f hew beginning fo r the G lim ­
m erG lass. W e’re trying to create 
a blueprint fo r the next 50 years. "
T h e  O liv e t  News
Subscription
Price
$1.00 Per Year
Official Student Newspaper of Olivet Nazarene College TUESDAY. OCTOBER 1, 1940
At Olivet 
-Time High
Olivet Adds 
New Professors 
To Faculty
Many Students 
Return For 
Graduate Work
One of the most interesting as­
pects which distinguishes registra­
tion in Olivet College this year 
from that of previous years is 
the large number of post-graduat­
es who have returned to school. 
Led on by a love of knowledge, 
a desire 10 become more useful 
citizens, a liking for college life, 
or some ether cause, thirteen 
graduates came back , to college 
again this fall. Ten of tlii 
number are returning to their 
alma mater; three of them ire 
graduates of other schools. .
Miss Kathryn Wesche. who say- j 
that her home is either in Wis- • 
consin or Indiana, comes to us , 
from John Fletcher College, Osk- j 
aloosa. Iowi, where she received ! 
,her A. B. in 1938. Following her j 
graduation from college, she j 
taught for a year in a private 
academy. In addition to her dut- j 
ies as a student. Miss Wesche will ; 
assist in the teaching department.
Mr. Norman Moore, of Cincin-; 
nati, Ohio, received his B. B. A. 
from the U. of C. in 1939. where • 
he went .u? a co-op. Following 
grauation he worked for several 
months as manager of a clothing 
store, but gave this up to answer 
the call to the ministry.’' At the., 
present time he is working to - , 
ward his Th. B. He is also 
helping keep the books in the 
general office.
(Continued on Page Two)
In accordance with the forward 
look of the school, five new pro­
fessors have been added to the 
faculty of Olivet Nazarene Col­
lege. They all are not only in­
terested in the educational stand-. 
aids of the school, but also wish 
to see it progress spiritually. Three 
of them are alumni of Olivet.
Professor Rice, who will head 
the mathematics department, com­
es to us from Nebo, Illinois, where, 
he taught last year. Previously, 
he had been principal of the 
Cooksville High School. Professor 
Rice obtained his A. B. degree 
from Asbury, and his M. A. de­
gree from the University of Illi­
nois. Electrical sciences, espec­
ially radio, fascinate him and are 
his chief hobbies. Professor Rice 
also enjoys reading in German, 
Latin, and Greek. Whispering, es­
pecially behind your hand or a 
book, is his pet peeve. (If you 
must whisper, do it aloud.- -cd.
Heading the history department 
is Professor Marquart. Under his 
supervision, the department has 
been enlarged, including a course 
in world problams which connects 
the problems of the present with 
events of the past. Professor 
Marquart is an alumnus of Olivet 
and received his M. A. degree at 
Boston University. He believes 
history is one of the most import­
ant subjects in the curriculum be­
cause it gives one a more com­
prehensive view of life than any 
other subject. It enables one to 
better understand and appreciate 
humanity, and helps one to under­
stand the world in w'hich he lives. 
It gives not only the good points 
of mankind, but also relates his 
mistakes and teaches how to 
benefit from them.
Stamp collecting is Profes.-or’s 
Marquart’s chief hobby. He .s 
most annoyed by inconsistency.
The philosophy department is 
being headed by Professor White, 
who is also teaching in the theo­
logical department. Professor 
White is . generally conceded to be 
the best educated man in the 
Nazarene movement. He received 
his A. B. degree from Bethany- 
Peniel. his B. D. degree from 
Drew Theoloyical Seminary, his 
M. A. degree from Brown Unir 
versity, his Ph. D. from the Uni­
versity of Chicago, and has also 
attended Columbia University, tlve 
University of Southern California, 
and Boston University.
Philosophy is not only Dr. 
White’s occupation but also his 
chief hobby. Philosophy, according 
to Dr. White, is tj%king'sserious­
ly or critically about life and its 
meaning It' enables1 one to. face 
life with a more comprehensive 
view and make the most of it.
All students taking any classes 
under Dr. White should remember 
that he is annoyed by students
President of 
Council Speaks
The President of one of the 
most important .itudent organiza- 
I tions on the carr pus. the Student 
Council, throws a challenge to 
the student body.
"There are cu tain goals .that I i 
hope we as a group will attain j 
this year.
For one thing' let us continue j 
to make the rehgious life of the j 
school the dommating influence, j 
Every group of people must place j 
the major accent at some on e! 
point. Let us insist that the dc- • 
votional interest ? of the college j 
receive this first emphasis.
Also, let us pi eserve our tradi- j 
tional social solidarity. Olivet 
students have been largely free 
from unwholesome social distinc- : 
tions. At this time of transition 
let us be careful that we keep; 
the same democi atic oneness th a t; 
has characterized us heretofore. *
Then, if we organize our student j 
life around thes» two principles. | 
we shall naturally reach our third 
goal: an cver-ircreasing student 
influence in the school govern­
ment. Doctor Parrott and his co­
workers are unselfishly anxious j 
to give us students a voice in all • 
their planning *'or us. Everyone j 
is urged to use the Student Coun- ; 
cil to give to • le administration i 
both appreciate*;, and suggestions.
Striving thus, we shall find our- ; 
selves working not so much under ; 
the administration as with them." J 
—Hiram J. McLendon
who cut classes.
Miss Davidson graduated from 
Olivet College t-nil received her 
M. A. degree at the University of 
Illinois. She is teaching high 
school English und French. Her
. (Continued or. Page TWO) ■
Ohio and Iowa Motor To 
Olivet Monday Sept. 30
To Bring Hugh Check and Provisions
On Monday, September 30, the Ohio and Iowa districts will send 
representatives in a huge "motorcade” to Olivet Nazarene College. 
With them they will bring trucks packed with canned fruit, vegetab­
les and groceries to fill the larders of the college storerooms. The an­
nual trek to the Olivet campus is being established as a  tradition.
The Ohio district is bringing a check for $5,000 and a total of 35 
tons of food. This surpasses last year’s totals by $1,000 and several 
tons of food. One thousand people are expected to make up the Ohio 
delegation.
Last year the Iowa preachers 
made the trip en masse. They 
brought a check for $750 and 
are expected to do even better 
this year. The Iowa Nazarenes,
Music Dept. 
More Than 
Doubles Itself
The music department of our 
school has experienced a great 
step forward this year, the enroll­
ment is double that of any former 
year. Private lessons are given 
in the Music Hall—a luxury we 
have never had before.
The school of music is making 
great strides toward becoming 
equal with the best. New records 
have been purchased for "thi 
study of master music. We have 
more and better pianos than evet 
before. At present there arc 
twemy-tnree upngnis m good 
condition, and two new concert 
grand pianos.
There have been four additio 
to the mu3ic faculty. The music 
teachers are to have charge of the 
music every morning in chapel, 
and at Wednesday night prayer 
meetings. Each Sunday the dif­
ferent organizations will furnish 
the music; Orpheus Choir, tht 
octette, the Men’s and Women’s 
Glee Clubs and the ladies’ quar­
tet.
Orpheus Quartet To 
Break Up After 3 Years
The summit of 1940 marked the third consecutive season in 
which the Orphei.s Male Quartet has toured the length and breadth 
of the Central Education Zone as ambassadors of Olivet Nazarene 
College.
In many respects the summer just completed has been the most 
enjoyable and. fr.*m our viewpoint at least, the one most productive 
for the cause we represented.
It was our privilege to sing and speak in many churches and as­
semblies where v -> had been several times before and. figuratively 
speaking, we wer>- somewhat like an old pair of shoes—just a little 
easier on our audiences than we were the first time.
This was the best one of our ' to learn to make the adjustments
three summers f-om the stand- • 
point of our relations to one an­
other. When I first thought of 
quartet work I entertained th e . 
same delusions t! at I imagine a ' 
young engaged t*oy or» girl en- : 
tertains when contemplating mar- ,
that any ¿wo or more persons of 
different femperaments must 
make. It seems that after two 
years of almost constant associa­
tion. we have learned when to 
speak our various opinions and 
when to keep still. It was this
riage. I soon discovered however knowledge that made our relations 
that even being i member of a 1 this past summer more harmon- 
college quartet wasn't the Prom- ! ious than either of the two pre- 
ised Land about v hich I had read ; ceding onas.
in the Bible. I discovered. that : Perhaps the two outstanding 
while, we wppe th. Orpheuj-i Quar- , highjight.3 o t  our third season’s 
tet with but one- apparent puf- j work were: our trip to Oklahoma^ 
pose, I w3s still Wendell ‘W ell-! c ity  to visit>our General Assem-“
man, weaknesses and all; Robert; 
Condon was still Bob; Ray and ' 
Dale still lived and moved and , 
had their being '»retty much as 
always. Consequently we had
bly, and the marriage of our 
worthy bass. Ray Moore to Edith 
Ewald of Chicago. This was
(Continued on Page Three)
led by their superintendent Rev. 
Powers, are good supporters of 
Olivet.
The "Motorcade” has other pur­
poses beside the practical side. 
It affords an opportunity for the 
Nazarene supporters of Olivet to 
see their product in actual opera­
tion.
We welcome the visitors to our 
new campus and hope they are as 
well pleased as we are. Let us 
all unite in acquainting mem with 
our school and boost for a bigger 
and better Olivet than ever be­
fore.
Students Urge 
Use of
Swimming Pool
Olivet is on the verge of having 
swimming privileges. The use of 
the swimming pool, a  privilege 
none of our schools have, was not 
anticipated this year, but during 
the last week a petition has been 
circulated for this cause in con­
junction with the support of Dr. 
Parrott.
Dr. Parrott has agreed, accord­
ing to authoritative report, to 
put the pool in usuable condition 
if this petition is signed by two 
hundred students who are will­
ing to pay a fee of two dollars 
per semester. Prof. McClean has 
been delegated to work out the 
details.
Ed Harmon, solicitor of the 
■ petition, expects to have nearly 
the required 200 by the time of 
the printing of this paper. Har­
mon solicits the aid of each mem­
ber of the student body, because 
only those who have paid the fee 
will be able to use the pool.
Lunch Room 
¡Called “Nook”
The school’s  current "hang-out”, 
the lunch room behind the dining 
hall, is fast gaining in popular- 
ity.
This-'lunch room, which is call­
ed "The Nook” by quite a few, is 
équité an asset to our school. It 
was given to us by our school 
board. It is owned and operated 
by the school. The Board wanted
(Continued on Page Three)
The very first issue of Olivet's student newspaper, then called The Olivet News.. The newspaper, which replaced the 
Campus Ghost newsletter as a source of information, would be rechristened the Glimmerglass the following year. (Cour­
tesy of ONU Archives)
issue released in 1973, which featured 
a number of articles and cartoons with 
a decidedly anti-Nixon (one, even man­
aged to generate a small measure of 
local controversy. The Kankakee Daily 
Journal, in a Nov. 25 editorial on 
community standards and obscenity, 
denounced the Glimmerglass for its 
stance.
“In Kankakee County,” the 
Journal wrote, “we have the lofty (or 
overly strict, according to your point 
of view) standard of conduct at Olivet 
Nazarene College...(But) the Glimmer­
glass recently carried several stories 
and cartoons with an Impeach Nixon 
theme. Aren’t there people here who 
would consider such an editorial cam­
paign as ‘obscene’?”
The GlimmerGlass responded 
in its Dec. 7 editorial: "We feel the 
Journal to be guilty o f a gross misrep­
resentation of facts...Any printed ar­
ticles with an Impeach Nixon theme 
have been limited to the confines of a 
signed column or a lighthearted car­
toon. Suchatheme has not appeared in 
our editorial column. -
Staff members during this era 
took their convictions so seriously that 
even the GlimmerGlass's front page
nameplate became a political state­
ment. For several issues in 1974 the 
nameplate included the following quote, 
attributed to Thomas Jefferson: “Where 
‘ the press is truly free, and when all 
men can read, all is safe.” ;
Another era of change began 
with the Feb. 28, 1975 issue, which 
announced that Dr. Reed would retire 
following 26 years as Olivet’s presijM 
dent. The same article also reported 
the election of Dr. Leslie Parrott as Dr. 
Reed’s successor.
As Olivet continued to change, 
so too did the GlimmerGlass. Follow­
ing Prof. Leora Legacy ’ s appointment 
as adviser in 1977, the paper began 
using color in its pages on a regular 
basis. This experimentation with color 
culminated in the first-ever full color 
front page photo, a shot of the Home­
coming Court, in 1984.
Even greater changes came with 
the arrival of Prof. Joseph Bentz as 
adviser in 1986. Greater attention to 
journalistic style and design became 
the norm, and copies of the Associated 
Press Stylebook became as important 
to staff members as pencils and paper.
The purchase of computer
equipment in 1987 allowed the paper 
to do its own typesetting as well as 
aided in the publication’s overall de­
sign. Prior to this time the Glimmer- 
Glass had hired outside companies, 
most recently the Bourbonnais Her­
ald, to handle typesetting chores.
The computer equipment has 
also allowed the newspaper office to 
handle the design and production of 
the ONU English Department’s liter­
ary magazine, Tygr, during the past 
two years.
Recent years have also seen the 
GlimmerGlass develop a strong repu­
tation among other campus publica­
tions. In addition to its membership in 
the ICPA, the GlimmerGlass has for 
the past three years hosted a Nazarene 
College Journalism Conference on 
Olivet’s campus. Plans this year also 
call for the newspaper to host a high 
school journalism conference here.
After 50 years the Glimmers 
Glass continues to change, both as a 
campus publication and as a student 
organization. Throughout those years, 
however, one thing has remained con­
stant: the dedication of GlimmerGlass 
personnel to putting out the very best 
campus newspaper possible.
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A nn D orsey 
N ew s Editor
"I’m looking forw ard to  
a great year at the GlimmerGlass. 
I t  is som ething I  enjoy, and a 
service to  the student body."
D ebbie  H ickm an 
O pin ions Editor
"I enjoy being an impor­
ta n t part o f the G lim m erG lass. I  
like knowing w hat is happening 
on campus and meeting people".
Erin Bergeron-Richey 
Features E ditor
"W ith  change comes 
growth, and ivith growth the Glim­
m erG lass w ill prosper during the 
next 50 years
Jam es Tew
Sports E ditor v-
"I hope tha t w ith  the new  
page size th is year w e ll see the 
best G lim m erG lass sports cov­
erage ever, and more o f it."
f l
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6T he Glimmerglass stands for: Education with a Christian Purpose; promotion of all cultural stu­dent activity; giving honor where honor is due; un­
prejudiced presentation of all school news; expression of 
serious attitudes and opinions; strict and democratic 
method of all student elections; (and) a bigger and better
Glimmerglass: -G lin ro rG la ss ,
Volume 1, Issue 2  
October 22,1941
Happy birthday...one year early?
John A. Sfilali
GlimmerGlass Executive Editor
Although the 1990-91 school 
year marks the 50th anniversary of 
Olivet Nazarene University’s student 
newspaper, the GlimmerGlass's 50th 
anniversary will not be until October 
of 1991!,
But it's not as confusing as 
one might think.
Prior to Olivet's move to the 
Kankakee area in 1940, there was no 
student newspaper as we know it to­
day.. Instead? students and faculty 
learned most of their news via a publi­
cation called The Campus Ghost, a 
newsletter similar in format to today's 
Tiger Talk.
But over a period of time, the 
Ghost fell into disfavor among many 
on Olivet’s campus. The publication 
transformed until it became more of a 
gossip sheet than a newsletter, and 
publication eventually was halted.
After the tragic fire at old Ol­
ivet and the school's subsequent move 
to Bourbonnais, another attempt at a 
student news publication was launched. 
A four-page publication entitled Ol- 
ivetNews first appeared on Oct.l, 1940, 
exactly one year before the first Glim-i
merGlass.
A staff of seven students were 
responsible for piping together the 
Olivet Newsa Editor Glenn Wilde, 
Business Manager Henry Crawfordji 
and writers Ruth Bump, Joyce Al­
berts, Bernice Athea, Esther Marie 
Moore and James Rice. Rice would 
later serveas sports editor for the Glim-1 
merGlass during the 1943-44 academic 
year.
Ruth Fgg&first faculty adviser for Ol­
ivet's school newspaper. (Photo cour­
tesy of ONU Archives.)
Ruth Fess, who previously had 
supervised the publication of a cam­
pus literary magazine entitled The Ev­
ergreen, served as the newspaper's 
first faculty adviserl|t was Miss Fess 
who suggested the namechange a year 
later.
The major headline of the first 
issue was one that would be re-used 
many times over the years: “Registra­
tion At Olivet Sets New All-Time High.”
While the new newspaper for* 
mat proved popular, the name Olivet 
News did n o t  With the publication’s 
re-christening as the GlimmerGlass the 
following year came a new numbering 
system, which re-started with Volume 
1, Issue 1. Hence, this year is the be­
ginning of the 51 st year of the campus 
newspaper's existence as an entity, but 
only the beginning of year 50 under 
the GlimmerGlass name.
Because the foundation for the 
GlimmerGlass was laid during that 
first year, it was decided that the news­
paper’s 50th anniversary should be 
held in such a way as to acknowledge 
the contributions of the Olivet News. 
The newspaper's birthday celebration 
will last until Oct. 1,1991, the 50th an­
niversary of the release of the first 
GlimmerGlass.
G l im m e rg la ss
Above: The original Glimmer- 
Glass staff, as seen in the 1941 
Aurora.wPhoto courtesy of the 
ONU Archives)
Above right: The 1989-90 Glim- 
merGlass staff attended the anij 
nual Illinois College Press Asso- 
j dation Convention, which took 
place at the Holiday Inn Con­
vention Center last February, 
The GlimmerGlass won seven 
awards at the convention. (Glim- 
merGlass file photo)
Below right: In addition to pub­
lishing the campus newspaper, 
the GlimmerGlass staff also is 
also responsible for production 
chores on other campus publical| 
tions, such as the English De­
partm ent's literary magazine 
Tygr. This year the Glimmer- 
Glass also added a campus news­
paper stylebook to its produc­
tion schedule. (GlimmerGlass file 
photo)
Below: A Sampling of Glimmer- 
Glass nam eplates over the years.
Vol. 1 Number 9 OLIVET NAZARENE COLLEGE May 15, 1942
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Volume XXXVinI Issue No. 6 OLIVET NAZARENE COLLEGE February 28,1979
T H E  G L I M M E R G L A S S
VOL. XVI, NO. I OLIVET NAZARENE COLLEGE, KANKAKEE, ILLINOIS FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1956
VOLUME 40 ISSUE #2 OLIVET NAZARENE COLLEGE SEPTEMBER 22,1980
LIMIVI E R G  L A S S MEMBER The Glimmerglass
Volume 42 Number 2 OLIVET NAZARENE COLLEGE September 23,1982
A
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Volume 44, Number 10 Olivet Nazarene College April 1,1985
i h e OLIVET NAZARENE COLLEGE 
D ecem ber 12, 1975 Vol. XXXV Issue N<k  6
GLIMMERGLASS
Volume 46, Number 9 Olivet Nazarene University February 19, 1987
G l i m m e r G l a s s
( i l im m r r g la a a
April 21, 1977 Volume XXXVI Issue No. 13 “Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty.’
Voi. 49, No. 11
I p i i i
Should we ban 
the ‘c la ss ics ’?
H  Page 2
Olivet Nazarene University March 8,1990
Volume xxxvn Issue No.3 OLIVET NAZARENE COLLEGE October 26, 1977 VoL 50, No. 1 Olivet Nazarene University August 27/1990
Practice Schedules
(Tuesday & Thursday, August 28 &30)
4:30 p.m.: Jun3:30 p.m.: Freshman and Sophomores 
Guys & Gals Softball 
Guys Flag Football 
Gals Sand Volleyball
7:15 p.m.£Freshman and Sophomores 
Co-Ed Sand Volleyball
8:30 p.m.: Juniors and Seniors 
Co-Ed Sand Volleyball
Regular Schedule 
(Friday, August 31)
Guys & Gals Softball (Seniors vs. Freshmen, Juniors vs. Sophomores)
Guys Flag Football (Seniors vs. Freshmen, Juniors vs. Sophomores)
Gals Sand Volleyball (Seniors vs. Freshmen, Juniors vs. Sophomores)
Guys & Gals Softball (Winners meet for championship, losers for consolation) 
Guys Flag Football (Winners meet for championship, losers for consolation) 
Gals Sand Volleyball (Winners meet for championship, losers for consolation)
(Saturday, September 1)
Co-Ed Sand Volleyball (Seniors vs. Freshmen, Jumiors vs, Sophomores)
Co-Ed Sand Volleyball (Winners meet for championship, losers for consolation)
New shopping mallwraws thousands
f  - An estim ated 25,000 shoppers arrived for the grand opening of the newly-constructed North- 
field on August i | r h e  mall is located on UtS. 50 in Bradley, two miles northeast of the Olivet
Cam pus. A nrafrtèd by Sears, Carson Pirie Scott, Venture and J.C . Penny's, Northfield Square also 
includes 50 other m erchants with space for an additional 20 by Christmas, The mall also features a f q « | 
court and includes greenery and w ater fountains, (GlimmerGlass photo by Jam es
N ew s
Olivetians await call to duty
□  While the rest of the world 
watches, the Middle East crisis 
takes on a special significance 
here
Dawn Manley____________________________________
Staff writer
No man is worth his salt who is not ready at all times to risk 
his body, to risk his well-being, to risk his life, in a great 
cause. —Theodore Roosevelt
Roosevelt’s opinion is shared by many in today’s 
society concerning the conflict in the Middle East lead by 
Suddam Hussein and his quest for power.
The Iraqi aggression on oil-rich Kuwait and its 
threatened invasion on Saudi Arabia have become a world­
wide issue.
Three main effects have been felt by Americans: 
sky-rocketing gas prices, concern for Americans being held 
hostage and used by Iraq as “human shields” to prevent 
U.S. attack, and concern for American soldiers sent into 
action.
This final point brings Roosevelt’s statement home 
to Susan Hobbs, Assistant Professor of Nursing at ONU. 
Hobbs, who is also a captain in the Air Force Reserves, 
feels very strongly about this issue. Refuelers for fighter 
jets and some cargo pilots from her regiment have been 
called to the aid of our country in the recent conflict 
. t Hobbs hopes to take her place in the conflict; she is 
ready if she should be called to duty. “The taxpayers have 
payed us to be there, ready to defend,” she said.
Hobbs is a Medical Readiness Officer with the 63rd 
Aeromedical Evacuation Squadron. This title requires her 
to be ready within four hours of being called. “Ready” 
means to be able to mobilize and deploy, or to show up and 
take off, according to Hobbs.
Hobbs, and many others like her in the reserve 
forces, needs to have her life in order so she can put it on 
hold for her country. When asked if this bothers her, Hobbs - 
explains, “if our guys need care, I want to be the one to give 
it.”
Although Hobbs’ outlook is positive, reality must 
take its part. She is fully aware that the outcome could be 
bloodshedBWe might win the battle, but we will not win 
in the end, life will be lost,” she said.
“Suddam Hussein does not quiver at the sight of 
blood,” Hobbs explains. “Death by glory, death by war, 
take as many lives as possible, and place more value on
death by honor than on life itself. Those are just some 
examples of his methods,” she continued. “They are like a 
family that runs their children on total fear. Iraq would 
think nothing of murder and torture.”
She added that we are not just paying in gas prices, 
we are paying in lives —  the lives of Americans, and the 
lives of our allies. She Is reminded of the last days as the 
Bible warns about them: “Be not sleepy in the last days. Do 
not predict, watch and be helpless before the Lord.”
Hobbs interprets this:??Be politically and prayer­
fully active.”
Hobbs is not the only member of the Olivet commu­
nity who faces the possibiliity of participation in the current 
crisis. Tim Crane, a junior majoring in chemistry and a 
private first class in the Army Reserves, 900th MASH, said 
there is a ”90 percent" chance he would be sent to Saudi 
Arabia if war was declared.
"Every time I come in to the room and see that 
there's a message (on the answering machine), I think, Is  
it..?"’ Crane said.
Crane said the fact that he serves as an operating 
room technician increases his chance of going.
"About 70 or 80 percent of all medical personnel are 
reservists," Crane said. "I don't really know (if I'll go). It 
depends on how far (Hussein) goes."
James Tew also contributed to this report.
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Capt. Susan Hobbs, A ir Force Reserves: " If our guys 
need care, I  w ant to be the one to give it." (Photo 
courtesy of Susan Hobbs)
WELCOME BACK 
STUDENTS!
Visit the new studios 
at ONU
89.7 FM
STUDENT OPEN HOUSE SCHEDULE
Tuesday, August 28 
Wednesday, August 29
8 a.m. - 5 p.m, 
8 a.m. - 5 p.m,
First on your dial...
c^>
HELP WANTED
All positions available. 
M ust be super friendly, energetic, 
and enjoy w orking w ith the public. 
We offer a flexible w ork schedule, 
free meals and  a friendly work 
atmosphere. Apply fnj person and 
bring your smiles to
545 N. K ennedy Dr.
820 E. N orth S t
between 2 and 4 p.m. N o phone 
calls, please.
G lim m erG las8=
HELP WANTED FOR 1990-91 
ACADEMIC YEAR
We may be celebrating our 50th birthday, 
but the best is still to come...and YOU can be a 
part of the future.
The student newspaper of Olivet Nazarene 
University is looking for dedicated students to 
work as reporters, photographers, cartoonists 
and ad representatives for the 1990-91 school 
year.
Any interested students 
should contact Executive 
Editor John Small at 939- 
5315, or stop by the Glimmer- 
Glass office in Ludwig Cen­
ter before 5 p.m.
Need Part 
Time Work?
Bon V ivant 
C ountry Club is 
seeking banquet 
help
Apply in person  
Mon thru Fri 
10:00am-4:00pm  
Career Center Road
Congratulations on
50 Years
o f
Excellence!
Elmer and Joan Rieck 
and all the friendly folks at
* *  FLOWERS, GIFTS 
A N D  ANTIQUES
2 1 0 0  E. M ap le  • K an k ak ee  • 933-2295 
515 S. M ain • Bourbonnais • 9 3 2 -0 4 5 3
HOURS: Monday-Friday 8:30 to 6: Saturday 8:30 to 5: Sunday to to 5
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Kim  B o yce  to appear here
Christian recording artist and 
former Miss Florida Kim Boyce is 
scheduled to appear in concert at Ol­
ivet on Friday, Aug. 31
Boyce began her musical 
career at age 8 as a member of the 
Melody Three Singers, with younger 
Hpsters Tina and Tanya. After moving 
to Nashville and establishing herself 
as one of the country's foremost Chris­
tian artists, she found herself faced 
with sudden financial problems which 
in turn led to lingering illness and 
depression.
But this painful time—which 
she refers to today as her "desert expe- 
rience"~gave Boyce new vision for 
her ministry.
''Now I know that even in the 
toughest situation, Jesus is our truest 
friend," she has said." I want everyone 
to know that.!’
Her latest recording on Myrrh 
Records, Love Is You To Me, includes 
a duet with longtime gospel favorites 
The Imperials, fulfilling a childhood 
dream.
■ E v e r  since I was a little girl,
I wanted to be the fifth Imperial,” she 
said. "I had to make a record of my 
own to make this dream come true!"
The concert will begin at 8 
p.m. in Chalfant Hall. Tickets are $5; 
ONU students may buy tickets for $4, 
if purchased by Aug. 30.
Video yearbook to be produced
John A. Small
GlimmerGlass Executive Editor
Olivet Nazarene University, in conjunction with Great 
American Opportunities, Inc., will be producing its first-ever 
video yearbook during the 1990-91 academic year.
According to GAO fundraising consultant Ron Brodien, 
a student film crew has been selected to tape student activities 
throughout the year, ending with graduation in the spring. The 
footage will be submitted to GAO to be professionally edited 
and duplicated.
The finished product, which is estimated to run ap­
proximately 45 minutes, will include music, narration and 
special effects, along with a historic capsule of the year's 
national events.
In order to produce the video, Brodien explained that 
a total of 75 advance orders must be taken before the actual 
filming begins. He added that advance orders will be taken 
through Sept. 15.
Yearbooks have long been a staple of high school and
collegiate life, allowing graduates the chance to look back and 
remember the "good ol' days," Although the new video 
technology will give greater life to those memories, Brodien 
said that the project is not intended to replace the traditional 
Aurora annual.
"It's definitely the wave of the future, but we’re not 
trying to get rid of the old yearbook at all," said Brodien, an 
ONU graduate. "A project such as this has purposes beyond 
that of the traditional yearbook.
"For example, it would be super for recruiting pur-ij 
poses. It would give potential students a chance to actually see 
in advance what life at Olivet is like. It’s a great tool for 
marketing Olivet."
Founded 135 years ago, Great American Opportuni-1 
ties is one of the oldest privately-owned businesses in the 
nation. Video Memories, the company actually producing the 
video, is one of the corporation's newest subsidiaries.
The company specializes in video yearbook projects, 
producing such products for high schools and colleges across 
the nation. . ' . . • ,
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We were there
□  50 years of sports coverage 
reflect growth in O NU  athletics
Jam es Tew____________________________________
Sports Editor
As long as there has been a GlimmerGlass, there 
have been sports pages.
Olivet sports coverage has been a part of the 
GlimmerGlass since before it was the GlimmerGlass. j 
beginning with the “Spartans Win First Game of S ea i • 
son” story (reprinted on this page) on the back page of 
the first Olivet News.
In the beginning, Olivet was limited to intramu­
ral sports teams. The athletes were divided up into three 
athletic clubs - the Spartans, Trojans and Indians - 
which competed throughout the school year in different 
sports, such as basketball, softball, and later, football. 
Class tournaments were also held in the various sports, 
as well as tournaments for individual sports such as 
tennis.
Most GlimmerGlass coverage consisted of short 
round-ups of the intramural events, the naming of “all- 
star” teams in the various sports, and sports columns. 
The first sports column was “From the Locker Room” 
by Jimmy Rice in the Dec. 10,1940 issue of the Olivet 
News, and a women’s sports column - “Gabbing With 
Gibby” - appeared in the opening issue of the Glimmer­
Glass.
The issue of intercollegiate sports first appeared 
in the “Sports Spex” column by Bill Marsh in the Feb. 
27, 1959 GlimmerGlass, although according to Marsh 
intercollegiate sports had been “a topic of conversation 
for quite a few years.” (A later story - in the Nov. 11, 
1966 issue - stated that intercollegiate sports was first 
proposed for committee study by the Board of Trustees 
in 1950, but the idea was defeated several times.)
The occasion for the column was the Board 
voting down intercollegiate sports - the first time, ac­
cording to Marsh, that the Board had ever rejected a 
request of President Harold W. Reed. Marsh advised the 
students to wait patiently until the Board changed its 
mind.
“A victory isn’t won in a day, neither are dreams 
instantly realized,” he wrote. “The things of lasting 
worth are acquired through diligence and hard w orit|fe
In the meantime, the athletic program continued 
to grow. Intramural sports was split into six societies - j  
Beta, Delta, Gamma, Kappa, Sigma and Zeta - in the 
1960-61 season. Prior to this, Coach C.W. “Butch” 
Ward - an ONC alumnus who was coaching in Atlanta, 
Ga. - was hired as athletic director in 1958, and he came 
in with the intention of building an intercollegiate pro­
gram.
“My goal is, and was, to have an intercollegiate 
program,” Coach Ward said in an interview in 1978. “I 
felt we needed to train Christian coaches. There’s a 
service; a need for Christian coaches. If each coach we 
turn out witnesses for the Lord...it’s a ministry *  '
The way was cleared when, in the 1964 General 
Assembly, a prohibition on intercollegiate athletics was 
lifted from the Nazarene Manual. Two years later, 
Olivet sports fans got their wish as the Board approved 
a two-year trial run; the front page of the Feb. 11,1966 
GlimmerGlass proclaimed, “Board Votes YES!”
The first game was played that fall against Be­
thany Nazarene College, and detailed previews ran in 
the GlimmerGlass as fans eagerly anticipated Olivet’s 
first intercollegiate game. Although BNC had a four- 
year headstart on its program, Olivet was victorious, 61- 
55.
The Board voted to continue athletics after the 
two-year period ended, and shortly after this, tennis and 
baseball teams began. Women’s intercollegiate sports 
began in 1969 (see story this page), and plans were also 
made for a new athletic complex, which was eventually 
called Snowbarger Park.
ONC hit a snag, however, when, exactly ten 
years after the vote on intercollegiate sports, the Board 
voted to approve a football program in 1976 for a three- 
year trial period. (The story appeared in a special issue, 
entitled SuperGlass, which also reported the inaugura­
tion of President Leslie Parrott.) In January, 1977, the 
General Board of the Church of the Nazarene, fearing 
that the program would cost too much and would hurt 
recruiting at other Nazarene schools, set in place a 
guideline that said the college should not have a football 
program. An appeal by then-Academic Dean Willis 
Snowbarger immediately followed.
Student reaction was very much against the Gen­
eral Board’s decision. A editorial written by ASG Presi­
dent Fred Fullerton in the Feb. 4,1977 GlimmerGlass 
urged the Board of Trustees to keep football in spite of 
the General Board’s action; a similar editorial appeared 
in the April 21 issue, along with a letter to the editor 
accusing the General Board of favroring the other Naza­
rene colleges.
The Board of Trustees did vote to keep the pro­
gram in place for the three-year period, and eventually 
the General Board voted 34-9 to repeal the guideline 
prohibiting i t
With that last hurdle overcome Olivet was free 
to keep building its athletic program, which it has done 
ever since. The results have appeared in GlimmerGlass 
headlines over the last few years: four straight NCCAA 
national championships for the wrestling team, two 
NAIA District 20 championships for men’s basketball, 
NAIA and NCCAA district championships for women’s 
basketball, and record seasons for baseball.
And as Olivet sports has grown, GlimmerGlass 
sports coverage has tried to keep pace. With the in- 1 
creased page size for this year and a planned sports 
column, the GlimmerGlass hopes to be a continuing 
source of information for Tiger sports fans.
V________________ _ ________________ /
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Spartans win first game
OCT. 1,1940 - The soft- 
ball season began Monday after­
noon with the Spartan boys nosing 
out the.Trojans by a score of 4 to 3. 
Behind the steady pitching of Beryl 
Spross, Harmon’s men took the 
lead in the fourth frame and re­
mained in the lead for the remain­
der of the game.
Spross was the hero of the 
defensive, allowing four hits and 
striking out 10, while Otis “Hurry” 
Bell was the mainstay of the of-1 
fensive with three timely hits, a 
double and two singles. The Spar­
tans connected for nine hits off 
Taylor and Jones.
Coach Hannon was pleased 
with the results of the first game, 
and predicts a better team for the
coming games. He says he needs 
another pitcher to do some relief 
tossing, and more cooperation on 
the part of the outfielders.
The game was a thriller 
throughout, and well attended. One 
of the spectacular plays was Shall’s 
beautiful catch of Spross’s terrific 
drive to left. The Trojans hated to 
chalk up a loss on such a close 
game. The contest revealed some 
good talent in the persons of Jesse 
Miller, flashy third baseman, and 
Jimmy Rice, experienced catcher 
and potential hitter.
HERO OF THE GAME; 
Otis Bell - led the Spartan attack 
with three for three, which re­
sulted in four runs. Bell starts the 
season with a batting average of 
1.000.
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B O A R D  V O T E S
Olivet tennis tourney Vol. XXV, No. 15 Education W ith A  Christian Purpose Fri., Feb. I I, 1966
OCT. 22, 1940 - The O i l  
ivet Tennis Tournament, an an­
nual affair, has drawn to a close 
and the champion has been 
crowned. Many entries were re­
ceived with only the best getting a 
glimpse of the quarter-finals. The 
following boys were successful in 
battering their way to the quarters: 
“Pinky’ Kimes, Les Parrott, George 
Carrier, Beryl Spross, Cecil 
Crawford, and “Hank” Crawford.
However, “Hank” and G. 
Cairier were eliminated in this round
while Beryl Spross went on to the 
semi-finals with Les Parrott as his 
opponent. In this duel, Les Par­
rott’s smoking drives and fancy 
playing gave him the match. In the 
other final match C. Crawford out­
played “Pinky” Kimes, thus match­
ing C. Crawford and Les Parrott 
for the championship. Although 
Les was highly favored in the final 
match, C. Crawford played bril­
liant ball to walk away with the 
honors. Parrott captured the first 
set, falling short in the next two 
sets.
Tip-Off is success
Students mass for snake walk.
tmOliver” The Tiger 
Comes To Life
Olivet’s coaching staff ready to lead O.’X.C. to VICTORY.
NOVEMBER, 1942 r  In 
the feature game of the “O” Club 
Tip-Off, Friday evening, Novem­
ber 13, the alumni of Olivet Col­
lege emerged victorious over the 
varsity by a 30-28 score. Gathered 
from the far comers of five states, 
the alumni under Coach Ed Har­
mon whipped together an aggre­
gation of former All-Stars who put 
together a remarkable exhibition 
of basketball.
The two teams played on 
fairly even terms throughout the 
first half with the varsity holding a 
f l ig h t 14-12 edge at the halfway 
mark. In the third period, how-1 
ever, Beryl Spross, high-point man 
of the evening with 13 markers, 
counted four successive baskets to
give the Alumni cagers a lead from 
which they were never headed. 
Virgil Nutt led the varsity scoring 
with 11 points, and it was his shoot­
ing which enabled the varsity to 
tie the score in the closing minutes 
of the game, 26-26. Cecil Crawford 
also was instrumental in handling 
the Alumni and was a constant 
threat with his spectacular shoot® 
ing. Other visiting Alumni included 
Robert Klingman, Louis Gale, Rev. 
Harry Hatton, Rev. W. Taylor|lj 
Rev. B. Woodruff, Rev. W. Well­
man. Performing for the varsity 
were Oman, Maish, G. Jones, Prof. 
Jones, Faust, Clendenen, Findley, 
Shaw and Carrier. M. Taylor, 
President of the “O” Club, coached 
the squad.
Viewpoint
"Extremely happy and excited 
about the future for Olivet and 
the student body.
Thanking God for His bless­
ings and the opportunity to pro­
ject Christ and His Kingdom 
through athletics.
—Coach Ward
"A significant day in the his­
tory of O.N.C. marking the open­
ing of a new avenue for witness­
ing for Christ. Hats off to Dr. 
Reed and our splendid Board of 
Trustees. We march foreward in
the work of our great church and 
college.
—Dr. Cotner
"It’s great to see such an un­
believably spirit — everyone pull­
ing together.
—Prof. Brady
"Certainly a memorable occa­
sion. A high point in the purpose­
ful atmosphere of O.N.C.
—Coach Crandell
"I feel this is going to give us 
an opportunity to have some real 
school spirit.
—Mrs. Reeves
“This is one of the greatest 
things that Olivet has seen. I 
know we can use it for Christ.
—Coach Watson
“This is one of the greatest
.................... ! I’m so thrilled for
all of our truly great athletes who 
will now have an opportunity to 
witness for Christ and to display 
their own individual talents.
—Mrs. Donoho
To get an inside story of what 
happened at the board meeting 
Wednesday afternoon and to see 
how one of the board members 
feels. I interviewed Rev. Sim­
mons (First Church of the Na­
zarene. Columbus. Ohio) who has 
been on the board all but one 
term since 1949.
During the interview, I found 
some interesting history behind 
intercollegiate sports at Olivet. 
The subject was first brought up 
in about 1950 as a request for a 
committee study. It was voted on 
and received 6 votes. After con­
sidering it several times since 
last year’s board defeated it be 
cause they felt the General De 
partment of Education should es­
tablish a guideline. At this year’s  
meeting Dr. Reed delivered the 
guidelines that they had received 
from the General Department of 
Education and the General Su- 
perintendants. The guide stated 
that each board was to establish 
whether the college they repre­
sented should, or should not have 
intercollegiate sports. During his 
speech Dr. Reed appealed to the
board to pass the measure for 
the morale of the student body. 
Dr. L'pdikc relinquished the chair 
during the discussion to ask co­
operation with ,the president.
The resulting vote, 28 for and 
15 against, provided that Olivet 
should have intercollegiate bas­
ketball for a two year trial and 
be allowed to play 10 games a 
year.
To finish the interview Rev 
Simmons gave us this statement:
“The February board meeting 
was marked by a fine atmosphere 
of unity and the power of the 
Lord, I feel it was a meeting that 
will be considered one of history 
making. The progress of t h e  
school has been so remarkable 
that one can hardly realize all 
that has taken place in the past 
two decades.
I feel that entering into inter­
collegiate sports is  a step that 
has been overdue, and that it will 
boost the morale of the student 
body and the entire campus life 
as well as help project our Chris­
tian witness in many new areas 
of life.
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One of the most important GlimmerGlass front pages ever - Feb. 11 ,1966 - announces the decision by Olivet's 
Board of Trustees to approve intercollegiate sports at Olivet. The Board had taken up the issue several times 
since 1950, but had previously voted against intercollegiate sports. The decision to allow Olivet to compete 
with other colleges let the college - now university - develop the sports program it has today. (Courtesy of 
Coach Larry Watson)
Jesse Owens speaks at 'O' Club banquet
MAY 20,1953 - “Remember we can all start on the 
same side of the tracks, and then some of us advance to the 
elite side. However, when we get to the right side we must 
go back and help the less fortunate, and unless we do this all 
victories are useless.”H
Thus, Jesse Owens, the famed Ohio State and 1936 
Olympic games track star, expressed his philosophy of life 
at the Olivet Nazarene College “O” Club banquet at 
Teibel’s Restaurant on May 8.
About 100 persons were there to hear the Negro 
speedster, who was voted the greatest athlete of the half 
century, express his ideas about college sports and its 
relation to life after college.
Owens continued that winning was not the most
important thing in athletics, but a good competitive spirit is 
the essential characteristic of a good sportsman.
Owens explained that he agreed with the late Father 
Flanagan when he said, ‘There are no bad boys or girls,only 
circumstances make them turn wrong.” He said that boys’ 
clubs in America were probably the answer to the youth dis­
ciplinary problem of our day.
The former Big-Ten cinder star used as graphic il­
lustrations incidents which took place during his world tour 
with the Harlem Globetrotters in 1951.
Owens told the Olivet group that the greatest thrill 
of his athletic career was when he won the 100 meters in the 
1933 Olympics in Berlin.
“However,” he continued, “the emblem I recieved 
was only a symbol for a job well done and successful life
ahead. All sportsmen’s symbols should mean this to their 
holders.”
Bill Winegar served as the toastmaster for the semi- 
formal affair. Dr. Harold W. Reed pronounced the invoca­
tion, and Don Durick presented next year’s “O” Club offi­
cers.
They are Chuck McCullough, president; Wendy 
Parsons, vice-president; and Don Watson, treasurer. The 
retiring officers are Donald Durick,president; Cal Johnson, 
vice-president; and Paul White, treasurer.
Professor Ivan S mith announced 63 “O” Club letter- 
winners for this year. In addition, four persons were made 
honorary members of the club. They were Dr. Reed, Jesse 
Owens, and Professors Bond Woodruff and Leo Slagg.
Gridiron under lights
GOOD OLE CLEAN FUN
Occasionally, sports-related cartoons have appeared in the GlimmerGlass 
sports section. This cartoon was the first on the sports pages, appearing in 
1948. (Courtesy of ONU Archives)
SEPT. 26,1958-The first 
annual “O” Club-All School-All 
Star football game will be played 
tomorrow evening under the lights 
at Bradley’s High School field, 
opening the football season here 
at Olivet. The spectators will see 
two fairly balanced teams; the “O” 
Club is comprised of “O” Club 
members and the main regulars of 
last year’s society teams, while 
the All Stars are composed mostly 
of freshmen and transfer students.
The “O” Clubber’s will be 
sparked by a backfield starting 
Darel Grothaus at quarterback, Gus 
Sublette at fullback and flanked 
by halfbacks Ron Nees and Ralph 
Hill. Charlie James, a halfback, 
and Ron Angles, quarterhalf back 
also will see a lot of action.
The line will be anchored 
by such mainstays as Ray Reglin, 
gBarrel” Cox, Ken Hendricks, and 
Sam Starnes. John Hursh will play
center, and the ends will be Keith 
Powell and Bill Judd. Jim Brian, 
Gene Collier, and Rick Withrow 
will play defense.
There is not much infor­
mation on the All School team 
except that they are being very se­
cretive in their camp and their 
spirit is running high as they are 
out to upset the “Big O’s.” They 
have 35 men out for the team. 
Their linemen are Frank Britton, 
center Chuck Milhuff and John 
Rischel, tackles; Paul Hamlin and 
Paul Stockmaster, guards. Any 
backfield containing the two speedy 
Reedy boys is bound to be a threat. 
There will be other freshmen dark- 
horses that will prove themselves 
in this game.
This game will be the “Kick- 
O ff’ to a football season that will 
be one of Olivet’s best. The game 
promises to be very good, both for 
the spectators and players. See you 
at Bradley.
Intercollegiate 
sports offered 
for women
MAR. 28, 1969 - Some­
thing new has been added to the 
women’s physical education pro­
gram - intercollegiate athletics. 
Although there was no season 
schedule, ONC’s first intercolle­
giate women’s basketball team 
played three games this year. 
Teams plated were Aurora, North 
Central, and Rockford Colleges. 
The team emerged with a re ­
spectable 2-1 recórd.
The new volleyball team 
has two games scheduled. One 
was played on Saturday, M arch 
15. The second game will be 
played here, in B irchard Gym­
nasium, against North Central 
College, on M arch 29. Another 
coming event will be a  badm in­
ton sports day held a t Concor­
dia, although no date has been 
set.
•|
BNC clash opens
ONC intercollegiate
H
NOV. 11,1966 - The time Olivet athletes and those 
associated at the school have been waiting a year for, some 
longer, is due to arrive in less than 48 hours.
Olivet sends its first intercollegiate basketball team 
against Bethany Nazarene College Saturday night at 7:30 
p.m. in the Homecoming game at Abraham Lincoln Ele­
mentary school gymnasium.
Olivet head coach C. W. Ward has tabbed senior co­
captain Ray Williams, 6-2, and sophomores Bill Toplyn, 6- 
3, and Dave McClaid, 6-0, to start at the forward spots. 
Senior co-captain Ron Deal, 5-11, and junior Virgil Rush, 
5-10, will start at the guard spots.
Dave Baker, Bethany basketball coach, could not 
name a starting Eve for the tilt when reached as late as 
Tuesday of this week, but will likely pick his starters from 
among six lettermen returning from last year’s team that 
posted a season record of 7-11.
The Redskin lettermen are Jim Dimick, 6-0, junior 
guard; Gary Banz, 6-3 senior forward; Terry Patnode, 5-9 
junior guard; Bob Hamman, 6-1 senior guard and Brian 
Delbridge, 6-3 junior forward. Dimick and Banz are co­
captains. Dimick was Bethany’s leading point maker last 
season, averaging 20 points a game.
Bethany comes in fresh from its season opening 
game against Park College, a Presbyterian school in Parksville, 
Mo., near Kansas City, Mo. Score of the game, played 
Thursday night, could not be learned before press time.
The Redskins have an 18 game independent sched­
ule on tap this season. Bethany and Olivet will clash again 
in two weeks when the Tigers travel to the Bethany, Okla.,
campus for the Redskins’ Homecoming tilt at 3 p.m. Nov. 
26.
Inexperience will loom large in Saturday’s game at 
which a sell out, standing room crowd o f3,500 is expected.
Olivet, of course, has never participated in intercol­
legiate competition. Bethany, although it has six lettermen 
back, is, according to Baker, most inexperienced in its three 
years of the intercollegiate program.
Yet despite those draw backs, the game should be a 
fast, exciting one. Both teams work with a fast break 
offense.
Because of a lack of height (the tallest Olivet 
players are Toplyn, sophomore Harvey Rich and freshman 
Larry Cobum, all 6-3) Coach Ward says he’ll use a “con­
trolled” fast break.
Baker notes his Redskins will do a lot of running, 
but “on a conservative note.” BNC lists one player, Duane 
Keesee as a 6-7 senior forward but Baker claims he doesn’t 
have any “experienced height.’H
Offensively, the Tigers, if they don’t get the shot on 
the fast break, will set up in one of several basic formations, 
according to Ward. The formations are all ones the Tigers 
have been working on since the early weeks of practice.
However, the 42-year-old coach warns, “We could 
throw some surprises at Bethany.”
Other members of Olivet’s varsity squad are senior 
Bill Ulmet, junior Joe Senen Jr., sophomores Dave G. 
Williams and Lon Williams and freshman Max York.
Coach Ward says anyone of the team’s other seven! 
members could be “possible starters. None of them can 
afford to let down. I may substitute freely,” notes Ward.
Coach C.W. "Butch" Ward has appeared In the GlimmerGlass sports pages both as 
a student and, more often, as a faculty member and coach. Coach Ward led the push 
for intercollegiate sports at Olivet in the 1960's and for a football team in the 1970's, 
and coached several sports including the first basketball and football teams. (Photo 
courtesy of Gordon Wickersham)
SEPT. 9,1976 - According to 
information that head football Coach 
C.W. (Butch) Ward has received, a 
crowd of four to six thousand is ex­
pected for Olivet’s first inter-colle­
giate football game ever.
The game will be played at the 
Bradley-Bourbonnais High School 
stadium at 1:30 this Saturday. At last 
count, the Tigers will field a squad of 
39 for this first confrontation against 
Maranatha. The visitors opened their 
season last Saturday against Concor­
dia from Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The 
Milwaukee team won 20-16.
Besides Ward, who is the Tiger 
•»’backfield Coach, Dale Owens is th e  
offensive line coach. Frank Wilson is
Prior to 1966, athletic competition was limited to intramural teams. Here, members of the girls basketball teams from the Sigma 
and Zeta athletic societies face off during the 1960-61 season. (Photo courtesy of ONU Archives)
Football at ONC: First game at
coaching the ends, while Larry Miller 
; is the defensive coordinator. John 
Ruzich is the coach of the defensive 
line and Don Hiedrich will work with 
the team whenever he is able.
At one point toward the end of 
this past .school year, Coach Ward 
didn’t know how many would go out 
for the grid squad this year. He did say, 
however, that he would like to carry a 
team of at least 45; the team now 
consists of 39 players.
Concerning football, Coach 
Ward remarked, “I’m just glad we’ve 
got the program. I’m not going to com­
plain about anything; I hate to see 
-tmyen^get-hurt; but I ’m just not com- 
flam ing?’ Right now ONC lias Three
men sidelined by injuries; Glen Danns, 
a tight end, has been lost for the sea­
son; “Tank” Davis, a fullback, broke 
his left hand in a scrimmage and “may 
be” sidelined for the year; finally, Tim 
Barkes, a defensve back, has also suf­
fered an injury that will get him some 
bench time.
In many cases it’s not a good 
idea for coaches to make predictions 
on the season their team may have;? 
one reason is, teams often perform 
completely differently in a game situ­
ation than they do in practice s i tu || 
ations. Ward made no definite p re d ic t 
tions, but he did say that he hopes the 
^students and area people will give the 
team a chance. “I hope that they don’t
expect us to be world beaters. I still 
think that football will build faster 
than the basketball program did. We 
just have to start somewhere.”
The Tigers are facing a tough 
schedule this season. One change has 
been made in the original season for­
mat. Eureka was dropped from the 
schedule and Eastern Illinois Univer­
sity was picked up in their place; that 
game will be played at Charleston at 
3:30 p.m.
Overall the grid program is 
expected to catch on quickly. Ward 
commented, “I don’t know why it 
wouldn’t catch on; football is all I’ve 
heard from the students since Icame to 
Olivet. ^
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Be a part of "THE FELLOWSHIP OF EXCITEMENT" at
KANKAKEE FIRST CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
Schedule of services 
Sunday
Sunday school class 
with Coach Roland 
Morning service 
Evening service 
Wednesday
Bible study
9:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
6:00 p.m.
Bus Schedule - leaving from Ludwig Center 
Sunday
For Sunday school class
7:00 p.m.
with Coach Roland 
For morning service 
For evening service 
Wednesday
For Bible study
9:15 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. 
5:45 p.m.
6:45 p.m.
Beginning September 9, First Church will be having an 8:30 a.m. 
"camp meeting style" morning worship service.
Looking for a place to serve? First Church encourages ONU students 
to become involved in local ministry areas.
Pastoral Staff
Ronald Doolittle, senior pastor, 933-0788 
James Robbins, assistant pastor, 935-1378 
Kathy Perry, children's and family ministries pastor, 933-0786 
Michael Jones, senior youth pastor, 933-0787 
Scott Perry, early youth pastor, 933-0786 
Les Stallings, minister of music
H
First Church of the Nazarene WOO North Entrance Avenue
Kankakee, Illinois 933-1000
Located East of Meadowview Shopping Center
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Hodge heads all-PCC team resigns after 22 years
Olivet has had an intercollegiate football team since 1976. This photo is from the 1982 Tiger team, which set a school record with 
a 7-3 season. (GlimmerGlass file p(hoto)
MAR. 13,1974 - Ralph Hodge, 
Prairie College Conference scoring 
champion, heads the 1973-74 all-PCC 
team fll
Hodge, a junior from Olivet 
Nazarene College, was one o f three 
unanimous choices for the honor 
team. He scored 226 points in 10 
conference games, a 22.6 average; 
led the conference in field goal per­
centage, 62.2 percent; was second in 
assists, 4.7; and third in free throw 
percentage, 82.9 percent
The other unanimous first 
team choices were Dave Hobson, 
Dlinois College sophomore and Dan 
Nafziger, Eureka College junior. 
Rounding out the first team were 
Cleveland Lee, Iowa Wesleyan Col­
lege junior and Jvee Harner, Green­
ville College sophomore.
Named to the second team 
were Dan Livermore, Iowa Wesleyan
College senior; Jim Shoff, Olivet 
Nazarene sophomore; Ron Peteflsh, 
Dlinois College junior; Paul Kohnen, 
Blackburn College freshman and 
Barry Stephenson, Olivet Nazarene 
senior.
Hobson finished second in the 
loop scoring chase with a 21.5 aver­
age, was the top free throw shooter, 
87.7 percent, and the second leading 
rebounder, 11.2. Nafziger finished 
third in scoring, 18.3. Lee had a 16.6 
average, sixth best in PCC games, 
and was fifth in field goal percent­
age, 58.6 percent. Harner was fourth 
in scoring, 17.6, and second in free 
throw percentage, 833  percent
Livermore averaged 15.5 for 
the season, Shoff 17.0, Peteflsh 12.4, 
Kohnen 10.1 and Stephenson 11.6.
C.W. Ward, coach of co-cham­
pion Olivet Nazarene, was named 
the PCC Coach of the Year.
Coach
Barb Cain and M ark Gilroy______
Executive Editor, Staff Writer
MAY 16,1980 - “To be hon­
est, it’s going to be very hard to leaVe,” 
said C.W. “Butch” Ward, after resign­
ing as Chairman of the Physical Edu­
cation Department Athletic Director 
and Head Football Coach of Olivet 
last Monday.
Coach Ward has been a part of 
Olivet since 1958, but following the 
advice given by eight doctors, he is 
going on a disability retirement after 
what he called “22 years of a labor of 
love.”
It was 1974 when Coach Ward 
slipped and fell on a wet gym floor, 
injuring his neck. Since then, he has 
undergone several neck and back op­
erations, but the problems and pain 
have continued. After this semester, 
Ward plans to “play it by ear” and 
possibly move to the warmer climate 
of Georgia, his former home state.
“Coach Ward has built the 
department to what it is today,” said 
Dr. Willis Snowbaiger, Academic Dean. 
He refers to the fact that when Ward 
came, he was the only faculty member 
in the physical education department, 
and the only sports Olivet had were 
intramural.
“The first thing I wanted to do 
was establish amajor program,'’’Ward 
said. He had to settle with a minor, but 
by 1964, ONC did offer a Physical 
Education major. Today, there are six 
faculty members, four areas of spe­
cialization and an average of 17 gradu­
ates per year.
Ward’s efforts on behalf of the 
college have certainly not been lim­
ited to the PJE. program, though. In 
1966, due to his work and determina­
tion, Olivet began its first intercolle­
giate program. The first-ever basket­
ball team played 10 games that year.
And the program has kept on 
growing. Last year soccer was added, 
four years ago football became a real­
ity, four women’s sports now exist, 
track, tennis, baseball, wrestling and 
the long-awaited and needed facilities 
to accommodate them all have boomed 
on the Olivet scene.
“You have to give Butch a lot 
of credit and praise for all he’s done,”
said John Strahl, former Athletic Di­
rector at Greenville College. “He hung 
in there and went through all it takes to 
make a transition from no intercolle­
giate athletics to all your school has. 
Through his leadership, Olivet has 
gained recognition throughout the 
Midwest as having an excellent pro­
gram.”
Many people will remember 
Ward most of all for his coaching 
abilities. He was head basketball coach 
for ten years, before turning the duties 
over to take on the task of building a 
football program in 1976.
“One of the hardest things about 
leaving is leaving football,” he said. 
“After striving for something for 22 
years, it’s hard to just leave it.” ;
“Coach Ward has always had a 
strong desire to win,” said Tony LaS- 
cala, Athletic Director and Head Bas­
ketball Coach at Illinois Benedictine 
College. “It shows in both basketball 
and football- you don’t bring a pro­
gram (football) along that quick with­
out really having something on the
stick.”
“As a coach, I always enjoyed 
competing against him in basketball. I 
have a lot of respect for him - 1 just 
wish he hadn’t beat me so much,” 
LaScala added.
What does Coach Ward con­
sider the high point of his career?
“My highest moment has been 
just seeing our program so successful 
when a lot of people said it wouldn’t 
b e .H
The two seasons that will be 
most remembered are: the 1975 bas­
ketball season, when the Tigers were 
30-4 and NCCAA National Champi­
ons, and this past year in football with 
a 6-3 record.
“I could never forget this year,” 
he said, “when we knocked off DePaul 
and Illinois College in football.”
Ward was elected Layman of 
the Year in 197p by the Olivet Alumni 
Association. He'has also received many 
other honors, including Coach of the 
Year in both the NIIC conference and 
the NAIA District 20 a number of
times.
“I’ve been very fortunate to 
receive so many honors»” Ward said, 
“any I’ve earned have been made 
possible by the outstanding athletes 
I’ve worked with.’®
“As I think about ‘Coach’, I 
think that he’s made it fun to work 
here,” said Coach Larry Watson, who 
has been Ward’s “right hand man” for 
15 years and is very happy with that re­
lationship.
Four of the current P.E. faculty 
members, including Watson, have also 
been Ward’s students at one time.
“Coach Ward has done a tre­
mendous job bringing us this far. We’re 
now an established program among 
our peers,” said Watson. “It’s hard to 
believe he’s actually not going to be 
around.”  ^ :
According to Dr. Snowbarger, 
“The administration is working to have 
an announcement by the end of the 
semester regarding a replacement in 
the key position that ‘Butch’ Ward has 
held.” I
COUPON
"THE BIG SANDWICH"
BEST DEALS IN TOWN 
ON THE BEST EATIN' ALL AROUND
Hard«*
448 S. Main - Bourbonnais 
1515 W. Court - Kankakee 
575 S. Schuyler - Kankakee 
And Our Newest Location:
Route 50 North - Bradley (South of Wal-Mart)
Buy one Grilled Chicken 
Sandwich...
Get the Second Free!!
Good at all participating Hardee's. 
Please present this coupon before ordering. 
One coupon per customer, please.
_Hardeex
This coupon not good in combination with any other offer. 
Expires: 10-6-90
Join the "in" crowd
Welcoming back Olivet students with:
#  Donuts
#  Cookies
#  Brownies
•  Muffins #  Delicious Deli Subs
•  Chili "at its best" #  Croissant Satidwiches
/
•  Soup - 2 varieties daily #  Decorated cakes
Open 24 hours daily, 7 days a week 
481 S. Main St. - one block south of the University
j
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The Olivet basketball team has enjoyed success as of late, winning the NAIA District 20 championship for the last two years. 
At left, Steve McCarty puts up a jump shot in the 1990 championship game; at right, Jeff Prather lays one up in the 1989 cham­
pionship. (GlimmerGlass file photos)
ONU pitcher signed by Atlanta Braves
Candy Nçrman
-  Sports Editor
AUG. 26,1989 - Sunny Crad- 
enton, Fla. is where Mike Walling (or 
Papa, as his teammates call him) spent 
his dream summer. Walling was signed 
as a free agent on June 14 by the 
Atlanta Braves.
The 22-year-old senior and ace 
pitcher for Olivet said he only wanted 
one chance. “I just wanted to play 
professional baseball. It was a dream, 
the same dream that millions of other 
pJoyers have. I ’ve had that dream since 
I was a child and now it’s finally come 
true."
Walling was not the first to re­
ceive the news about Atlanta’s inter­
est. “June 13 is a day I will never for­
get I went to watch my brother Kevin’s 
game at Colt League Field. When I 
arrived, Stu Cann had already asked 
my parents if I ’d be interested in play­
ing ball for the Atlanta Braves Rookie 
League in Honda.
“When my mother first asked 
me about it I told her to quit joking 
around, I didn’t even believe she was 
serious. Then Stu came and talked to 
me and a few minutes later I stood 
there in an emotional uproar. I screamed,
I cried, I just went nuts and about the 
only thing I knew at that moment was 
- 1 was happy!”
Walling said he didn’t get one 
ounce of shut-eye that night, and the 
next day he signed his name on the 
dotted line. “There is no way I can 
explain what I was feeling when I put 
my name on that contract,” he said.
Walling had only one day to 
get his gear together and say goodbye; 
his plane left O’Hare at 11:15 a.m. on 
June 15. “I was scared to death be­
cause I didn’t know what to expect,” 
he said.
Mike had to make a quick ad-. 
justment. His first practice was on 
June 16 and their first game was June 
17. He pitched his first minor league 
game on the 19th which was the team ’ s 
second game of the season.
“It was rough making the ad­
justment from starter to reliever,” he 
said.
Walling also had to make the 
adjustment to a new atmosphere. All 
of his teammates had either signed 
right out of high school or they were 
from a Division I collegeB“Unlike 
Olivet, I had to adjust to the swearing 
and the cocky attitudes of my team­
mates. Everyone is fighting for a job 
and they look out for their own best 
interest. The outfielders will let balls 
drop that should be caught because 
they don’t care about the pitcher’s 
stats. I need the Olivet outfielders,” he 
said.
Walling’s ERA is 3.00 in 33 
innings without giving up any home 
runs. He has a pitching coach that 
works with him every day. Walling 
feels he has learned more about pitch­
ing mechanics and how to pitch the 
hitters with different counts than at 
any other point in his career. “I have 
more strikeouts here than I had in 
college,” he said.
The coaches are impressed with 
his competitiveness and his work habits. 
They like the fact that he can throw 
sidearm and overhand which makes 
him more effective. “The pitching coach 
feels like I have a good chance to 
move up if I can increase my speed 
about three miles per hour, use more 
body motion in my delivery and add a 
sinker pitch,” said Walling.
In the off season, Walling wants 
to work on his mechanics and try to 
increase his strength. “I also plan on 
coming back to help the Olivet pitch­
ers and show them what I have learned,” 
he said.
Walling will have six months 
before returning to spring training in 
March. He wants to work on getting a 
teaching degree in psychology and 
business and also coach baseball. “I 
believe if you work hard, believe that 
something will happen and trust in 
God then He will make it happen,” he 
said.
M a n v ille  
f irs t  N A IA  
c h a m p io n
Sabrina Donahue________________
Staff Writer
MAR. 18,1988 - Olivet’s wres­
tling team is ranked 14th in the nation 
as a result of their performance in the 
NAIA competition March 3-5.
Bob Manville, 190 lbs., is the 
firstnational champion Olivet has had. 
Kevin Byrd, 134, won his last three 
matches. Reagan Kling, 150, won his 
first round match, but dropped out af- , 
ter a second round loss.
Manville was seeded number 
four, and Kling was seeded number 
10. Other wrestlers that were seeded 
include Curtis Hammitt, 167, seeded 
number 11, and Bob Murphy, 177, 
seeded number four.
Manville and Kling were both 
named to NAIA’s scholar wrestling 
team.
The Tigers had four other quali­
fiers in the tournament; Tim Smith, 
126; Brian Chinski, 142; Russ Pierce, 
158; and Bob Waskow, heavyweight
Seen a Cot o f new books you want at
other stores ?
Order them from  us andget 25% off.
Order hunches o f  them and save even more.
Y o u 'l l  n e v e r  h a v e
TO PAY FULL PRICE 
A G A IN .
In  h a r d c o v e r  o r
PAPERBACK.
Paperback Reader
6 6 0  N orth  F ifth  A ve n u e  
K a n ka k e e , IL 60901 
Open Mon.-Sat., 10-5 
9 3 2 -1 1 4 7
Olivet returns to K.C.
James Tew_______________ ______
Sports Editor
MAR. 8,1990 - It was a happy 
ending for men’s basketball seniors, 
Birchard Gymnasium and a packed 
gym full of Tiger fans as the ONU bas­
ketball team defeated Rosary 69-57 
last night to advance to the NAIA na­
tionals in Kansas City for the second 
straight year.
The Tigers, 26-9, relied on the 
strong defense that has carried them 
most of the season to fight off the per­
sistent Rebels. Rosary finished the year 
at 19-14.
We had an offensive team (in 
Rosary) out there that averaged in the 
high 70’s and the low 80’s all season," ’ 
said Olivet Coach Ralph Hodge. “I’d 
give (the team) an A+ on the defensive 
end.”
“ I have to give Olivet all the 
credit,” said Rosary Coach Bill Bracks. 
“Their half-court defense really took 
us out of iL’&Hjj
While Olivet sparkled on de­
fense, the team was duller at the offen­
sive end. The Tigers committed 20 
turnovers, 12 in the first half, and also 
missed several easy layups.
“I was pleased with the de­
fense; I was not pleased with the of­
fense,” said Coach Hodge. ‘W e missed 
easy shots and turned the ball over too
much.”
Rosary took its only lead early 
in the game, 2-0 on two free throws. 
The Tigers soon took a 5-2 lead on a 
Mike Carr 3-pointer, and stretched it 
to as much as nine points before set­
tling for a five-point lead in the half.
The Rebels started to come out 
strong in the second half, as Rodary’s 
Eddie Stritzel, who led the game with 
26 points, canned a 3-pointer to pull 
the Rebels to 26-24. However, Carr 
responded with two 3-pointers of his 
own, and the Tigers soon jumped to a 
34-24 lead.
The 3-pointer, in fact, was a 
boost for the Tigers as the team hit 
seven for the night Carr, who led 
Tiger scoring with 17 points, finished 
the night with three, as did Shane 
Davis, who finished with 11 points, 
and Scott Hollywood also had one for 
the night.
■f" “Shane did a nice job in the 
first half, and in the second half run­
ning the point guard,” Coach Hodge 
said|3‘And (Carr) had those two 3- 
point buckets in the second half. I 
thought those two guys offensively 
were real keys for giving us a cush­
i o n /
Rosary managed to pull within 
fiv«^ points twice more in the game, 
including 58-53 late in the game. How-
ever, key mistakes by the Rebels al­
lowed the Tigers to go on a 7-0 run, 
sealing the game.
Both coaches credited the play 
of Olivet center Steve McCarty, who 
had an outstanding inside game for the 
Tigers. McCarty grabbed 14 rebounds, 
blocked several Rosary shots, and scored 
eight points for Olivet.
“(McCarty) was a force inside," 
Coach Hodge said. “Just his mere 
presence makes a difference. I think 
his record speaks for itself.”
The game also had added mean­
ing for the Tigers in that it was the last
men’s basketball game to be played in 
Birchard Gymnasium.
“I’m pleased with what has tran­
spired here over the 11 years I’ve been 
coachingJ|Coach Hodge said. “I ’d 
just like to say a big thank you to 
whoever for the experiences I’ve had 
as a player and as a coach. It’s been 
fantastic.”
“I thought, ‘What a fitting way 
to end at Birchard Gymnasium,’"  said 
Coach Bracks. “I’m happy for the Ol­
ivet people, even though I wish we’d 
won.”
The first round of the NAIA 
tournament will take place next Tues­
day and Wednesday. The Tigers will 
not know who they face in the tourna­
ment until Friday afternoon.
Olivet rolls over St. Francis
Candy Nerman _______________________________
Sports Editor
MAR. 9,1989 - Mark it in the books! History was 
made in Birchard Gymnasium last night as the Tigers 
exploded, defeating St. Francis 84-67 in the District Cham­
pionship game. The victory marks the first time the Tigers 
have advanced farther than first round competition in the 
playoffs.
The win improves the Tigers’ record to 22-8 and 
advances Olivet to the National Tournament in Kansas 
City.
Jeff Prather came out shooting, scoring Olivet’s first 
three points. But, it was St. Francis who took an early 8-3 
lead. Steve McCarty came back sinking one from down­
town with 16:24 left and soon the score was tied at 10.
Defense was the key in this game. Olivet played stiff 
man-to-man coverage all night allowing St. Francis to 
score only 27 points in the first half. Jeff Hodge played his 
own game of defense swiping'the baU from St' Francis
every time he had a chance.
Prather turned on the heat with 10:21 left in the half, 
increasing the Tigers’ lead to 22-15. Derek Breland and 
McCarty both added two with under two minutes left to 
play in the first half. The Tigers led St. Francis 36-27 at the 
half.
S t Francis came out full force in the second half and 
knocked down an 11-point deficit to tie the game 40-alt> 
Both teams battled back and forth, then with 13:24 left 
Hodge scored two giving Olivet a 46-44 lead. Big Mac flew 
through the air a few minutes later adding two more and 
once again Olivet was on a roll.
The Tigers increased their lead throughout the rest 
of the game and St. Francis found themselves homebound. 
Prather scored back-to-back two pointers and although the 
Tigers ran into free throw problems missing three 1-1 
opportunities it didn’t matter, St. Francis couldn’t score 
anyway. The Tigers will play in the National Tournament 
next week in Kansas City. The time and day are yet to be 
announced.
Congratulations, Glimmer Glass!
Fifty years delivering news to the campus community, and 
beyond, is quite an achievement. You really are interesting to read. 
We look forward to each appearance you make .fL how you’re 
dressed and what you have to say.
Through the years you have reported it all: administrative and 
faculty changes; academic achievements; changes in the campus 
appearance; news of graduates, births, weddings, deaths, chapel 
news, beautiful pictures and inviting ads.
Some say “you’re just a piece of paper” and, therefore, have 
shown you little respect. You have been used to fill space in 
packages, you have been trashed, you have been burned . . .  you 
have witnessed many changes . . .  through it all you have survived. 
Through it all the spirit you have created these fifty years . . .  
survives. You have earned our respect, and at the beginning of this 
school year it’s great to see you again.
Sincerely,
U
B.A. Member
Nazarene Federal Credit Union 
is pleased to have an office 
near the campus to serve you.
Stop by our office and discover the many ways we can assist you with your 
financial needs.
As a student, out Special Student Package will interest you. For those who 
qualify it is: 'x
NFCU Visa Card 
PLUS/CIRRUS ATM Card 
Checking
$12.00 annual charge 
$ 5.00 annual charge 
FREE
We extend an invitation to all of our Nazarenes throughout the región to cali 
us, or stop by the office. We are a.full financial institution.
Nazarene Fédéral 
Crédit Union 
365 S. Main Street 
Bourbonnais, IL 60914
(815) 939-0210 
(800) 343-NFCU
Nazarene Federal Credit Union is an independent financial institution, 
and is not affiliated with the General Church of the Nazarene.
Congratulations on SO years o f nezuszuortfiiness,
immen
...and thankjyou alumni, fam ily  
and students fo r  making us one 
o f your traditional stops when 
in town. We fe e l a part o f your 
heritage and thanlfyoufor 
your patronage.
See you soon!
While you're in town 
save
any fine menswear!
D isc o u n t o f f  re g . p r ic e
Located only 10 minutes from Olivet at 174 S. Schuyler Ave. in Kankakee 
'Tour menswear headquarters" - Just call (815) 933-8200
É t e r  1 1 .*■ œæÊÊMamà
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Center to be com pleted by m id-October
□  New facility includes 
gym, lockers, turf room 
and racquetball courts
James Tew
Sports Editor
Work continues on the Leslie 
Parrott Convocation Athletic Center, 
with the exterior now finished and 
completion of the center scheduled for 
early to mid-October, according to 
Athletic Director Larry Watson.
“I don’t think that there’s any 
small college anyplace that’s going to 
have a facility like this,” Coach Wat­
son said. “When this is finished... it’s 
going to be something everyone is 
going to be extremely proud of.”
The Center includes not only 
the new gymnasium but Birchard 
Gymnasium and Chalfant Hall, which 
are in the process of being re-land- 
scaped in order to create a uniform 
appearance for the three buildings.
Inside the new gym, students 
will be greeted by a main lobby that 
features a Tiger head 12 feet in diame­
ter inlaid into the terrazo tile floor and 
an 8-foot diameter chandelier over­
head. The lobby will also have a larger 
concession stand and a walk-in tro­
phy case.
Nearby will be two racquet- 
ball courts for student use. Each court 
will have glass for the back wall to 
allow spectators to see in, and will 
have hardwood floors.
“These are the Cadillac of rac­
quetball courts,” Coach Watson said. 
“(Spectators) can stand back and watch 
everything.”
The McHie Gymnasium will 
be able to seat up to 3,000 for sporting 
events and 4,000 for concerts or other 
activities, with seating extending 
around the gym. The bleacher seats 
are contoured for more comfort and 
will be individually numbered for easier 
ticket sales, and the bleachers will 
have a wide floor which will prevent 
dropped objects from falling through 
the cracks.
A new scoreboard will hang 
over the center of the gym, featuring 
a two-foot message panel and two- 
foot ad panels below.
“We’ve got graphics enough
(for the animation board) to have fun,” 
Coach Watson said. "We have some 
really neat animations.”
Around the top of the gymna­
sium will be a 1/ 10-mile carpeted 
jogging track, which will be wider 
than the current track in Birchard.
For the athletic teams, the gym 
will feature new coaches’ offices, men’s 
basketball and women’s basketball/ 
volleyball locker rooms, visitors locker 
rooms and coaches and officials locker 
rooms.
A new training room has also 
enabled Olivet to begin a sports medi­
cine program this fall. The room will 
have six training tables, a room for re­
habilitation therapy, a trainers office, 
an examination room and a hydrother­
apy room, which will contain a whirl­
pool and an ice machine.
A new turf room will also al­
low outdoor teams to practice indoors 
when necessary. The room, which will 
have an astroturf floor, will be suitable 
for practicing sports such as football, 
baseball and soccer, and even includes 
a plant box for pole vaulting. Coach 
Watson said that the room’s uses will 
expand as timg goes on, with future
possibilities including a varsity weight 
room.
A video room near the Arena 
will be used for teams to view vide­
otapes of games, as well as for Athletic 
Department staff meetings. The room 
will also serve as a “green room” for 
visiting entertainers before perform­
ances.
The new glassed-in Tiger Den 
will be able to seat up to 70 people for 
various functions in furnishings which 
will be donated. A kitchen will open 
up into the Tiger Den to allow food 
brought over to the Center from Mar­
riott to be kept warm and served in the 
Den.
Around the new gym will be a 
purple stripe which will showcase the 
members of the Olivet Athletic Hall of 
Fame. Plaques for each member will 
be placed in the stripe.
New parking will also be added 
between the new gym and the Gibson- 
Ide Varsity Center. The added parking 
will be able to hold 137 cars, and will 
allow cars to drive straight from Gi- 
bson-Ide to the current parking lo t
“We felt it was time to tie the 
two together,” Coach Watson said.
Athletic Director Larry Watson stands in front of the new scoreboard which will hang 
in the center of the now-partially completed McHie Arena. The scoreboard will 
feature two-foot ad panels as well as a two-foot animation board. (GlimmerGlass 
photo by John Small)
New fa ce s , sa m e  p la n s  for 1990 football sq u a d
James Tew 
Sports Editor
The more things change, the more they stay the
same.
Although the 1990 Olivet football team will see 
several new faces along with the absence of some old ones 
- most notably Greg Huff at running back - Coach Dennis 
Roland said that this year’s Tiger squad won’t look that 
different from last year’s, which finished at 6-4.
“Greg rushed for about 1500 yards last year, so that 
was about 35 percent of our offense,” Coach Roland said. 
“But that means I’ve still got 65 percent left.”
And although the team has some new faces - 51 
freshman have joined the team this year - it has more Old 
ones than ever before. The 61 upperclassmen, including 18 
seniors, on this year's team make up the highest number of 
returners ever at Olivet.
"I'm real pleased with the numbers we've got,” 
Coach Roland said¿1 Our depth is good, and we’ve got 
competition for the starting jobs.”
Roland expects that Steve Hassell, who comple­
mented Huff in the backfield last year, will be able to fill
H uffs shoes this year. Also looking promising are Dan 
McKinley and Jeff Monroe, who saw limited time last year, 
and Ranier Caldwell, a transfer student from Murray State.
“Steve looks good early on,” Coach Roland com­
mented, “but there’s some competition in the backfield.
Cory Bell, who has been starting at quarterback for 
the Tigers for most of the past two seasons, will once again 
play a key role for Olivet. Coach Roland said he expects 
that the team will run the option with Bell, similar to past 
years.
However, Coach Roland also said that he plans to 
have Bell pass the ball more this year than in the past 
“Cory has been a good passer all along,’’ Coach 
Roland said. “But what people don’t understand is that 
when you dominate people like we’ve been dominating 
them (on the ground), you don’t want to change.
“It would be like a farmer getting rich on peas, and 
then deciding to plant com for the heck of it.”
On the receiving end of Bell’s passes will be Darrell 
Wasson, Andre Poellinetz, Scott Williams, who is injured 
but is expected to play later on, J.B. Seal and Scott Frye. 
Frye, who captains the offense along with Bell, will also 
play several other roles.
“(Frye) will be playing a multi-dimensional posi­
tion,” Coach Roland said. “He’ll be tight end, receiver, and 
will play some in the backfield .!^
Little is certain at this point on the offensive line, 
where Coach Roland said there is stiff competition for 
starting positions. Trent Saylor and Tom Lafferty will be 
starting at guard, Scott Knudson will return at right tackle 
although Coach Roland said he is being “pushed” by Brad 
Sherman - and Scott Hickman will be at tight end.
Defensively, Coach Roland said that defensive 
coordinator Don Revell - who has been linebacker coach 
for the last four years - plans to change little this year.
“(Revell) wants to stay pretty much with what 
we’ve been doing,” Coach Roland said. “He’s going to add 
a few things here and there.”
Coach Roland said that defensive captains Mike 
Farley and Dan Winter will “set the pace” along with 
defensive back Titus Williams and lineman Tim Duda. 
Scott Toberman and Troy Sides, along with Williams, will 
look to get some key interceptions, and Toby Bragg and 
Homer Jones are other early favorites at defensive tackle.
The position of defensive end, however, is still up in
the air.
“We have a lot of question marks at defensive end,” 
Coach Roland said. “A lot of people are competing for that 
job.”
Olivet also boasts three new members on its coach­
ing staff this season: Dan Baranik, formerly with the 
University of Maryland, will coach the defensive backs; 
Rich Richardson, who was bead coach at Horace Mann 
High School in Tennessee, will coach the running backs; 
Steve Fanara, who was an assistant high school coach in 
Missouri, will coach the defensive line.
“The new guys will provide enthusiasm,” Coach 
Roland said. “It’s good to have new blood - and new ideas.”
This yw t’s schedule features five new opponents: 
Urbana, Cumberland, Trinity, Southwest Baptist, Quincy 
and Michigan Tech. The schedule change should result in 
tougher competition for this year; Olivet beat four of the 
five that dropped it by a total of 175-58 last year.
“I would rather play good caliber competition,” 
Coach Roland said. “We need to find a niche and play there, 
and I think we’re finding it.”
Part of that niche will include the Midwest Five 
Conference, which Olivet will play in beginning with the 
1992 season. Three of the four future conference opponents 
B  Aurora, Illinois Benedictine and Quincy - are on this 
year’s schedule. Drake University is the lone exception.
Coach Roland said he believes this year’s team has 
the potential to better last year’s record, which was Olivet’s 
first winning record since 1982.
“Our seniors have the chance to be the only senior in 
Olivet history who have never had alosing record, so that’s 
a goal right there,” he said. “My goal is that this team be the 
best they can become, and if they can do that then we will 
be better than last year."
The Olivet Difference
What to look fo r from  the 1990 Tiger football 
team:
Offense
®  ®
® ® ® ® ® ®
Source: Football's Multiple Pro-1 
Offense (Cosner 1979)
Look for Olivet to run mostly from the I-forma- : 
tion, with quarterback Cory Bell passing more 
this year than in the past. Steve Hassell and Dan 
McKinley or Jeff Monroe will most likely com" 
prise the backfield - Ranier Caldwell will also 
see some time - with Scott Frye, Darrell Wasson 
and Andre Poellinetz serving as passing targets 
for Bell. Most of the offensive line positions are 
still in contention, but definites are Trent Say­
lor and Tom Lafferty at offensive guard, Scott 
Knudson at right tackle and Scott Hickman at 
tight end.
Defense
©  ®  ® ®  ®  ®
©
©
©
Source: Football's Stunting
Defenses (Roche 1982)
Olivet will basically be running a 4-3 defense, 
with linebackers Mike Farley and Dan Winter 
leading the way as defensive captains. Toby 
Bragg and Tim Duda will also help anchor the 
line, and defensive backs Troy Sides, Titus W il­
liams and Scott Toberman will be looking to nab 
some key interceptions. Homer Jones also looks 
strong at defensive tackle.
Country Club
accommodations 
large or small
call for reservations
935-0400
P. O. BOX 67
BOURBONNAIS, ILLINOIS 60914
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1990-91 FALL AND WINTER SPORTS SCHEDULES
F a ll S h o rts Soccer
Coach: Larry Cary
Football
Coach: Dennis Roland
DATE
August
OPPONENT
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME
September
Saturday
Saturday
1 Urbana College Urbana, Ohio 1:30 p.m.
8 Kalamazoo College Kalamazoo, Michigan 1:30 p.m.
Saturday 15 Cumberland College HOME 1:30 p.m.
Saturday 22 Taylor University HOME 1:30 p.m.
Saturday 29 Trinity College Deerfield, Illinois 1:30 p.m.
October
KiÜSH Saturday 6 College of S t Francis Joliet, Illinois 7:00 p.m.
Saturday 13 Aurora University HOME 1:30 p.m.
Saturday 20 Illinois Benedictine College Lisle, Illinois 1:30 p.m.
Saturday 27 Southwest Baptist University HOME 1:30 p.m.
November
Saturday 3 Quincy College Quincy, Illinois 1:00 p.m.Saturday 10 Michigan Tech HOME 1:00 p.m.
Volleyball
Coach: Brenda Patterson
EAIE o p p o n e n t
September
LOCATION
Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday
Tuesday
Thursday
HSaturday
October
Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday
Tuesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Fri-SaL
Thurs.-SaL
Tues.-Wed.
November
Saturday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
18 Aurora University 
20 College of Sc Francis 
22 Illinois Wesleyan University 
25 Purdue-Calumet University 
27 Concordia College % B
29 Wheaton College Tournament Wheaton, Illinois
Aurora, Illinois 
Joliet, Illinois 
Bloomington, Illinois 
HOME 
HOME
2
4
6
9
11
12
13
16
17
19-20
25-27
30-31
Trinity Christian College 
Mundelein College 
Trinity Christian Tournament 
St. Xavier College 
Rosaiy College 
Trinity College 
Eureak College Tournament 
IIT
National College 
CCAC Conference 
NCCAA Districts 
NAIA Playoff
HOME
HOME
Palos Heights, Illinois 
Chicago, Illinois 
River Forest, Illinois 
HOME
Eureka, Illinois 
HOME
Chicago, Illinois
HOME
HOME
TIME
7:00 p.m. 
7:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
TBA
7:30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m.
TBA 
7:30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m.
TBA 
7:30 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
TBA 
TBA
Saturday 25 Purdue Calumet University
September
Saturday 1 Bethel College
Wednesday 5 Millikm University
Fri.-SaL 7-8 Greenville Tournament
Tuesday 11 Illinois Wesleyan University
Wednesday 12' North Park College
Saturday 15 Illinois Benedictine College
Wednesday 19 National College
Saturday 22 Trinity Christian College
Monday 24 Trinity College
Wednesday 26 St. Xavier College
Saturday 29 Franklin College
fistabampjfJfeiti t
-- -/Tv» O’ „¡ft/)
Wednesday 3 Roosevelt University
Saturday 6 St. Ambrose College
Wednesday 10 College of S t Francis
Saturday 13 Rosaiy College
Wednesday 17 Trinity Christian College
Fri.-SaL 19-20 Olivet Invitational (Mt. Vernon, 
Anderson, Grand Rapids Baptist)
Women's Tennis
Coach: Jeff Schimmelpfennig
JÛA1E OPPONENT
September
LOCATION
HOME
Mishawaka, Indiana 
HOME
Greenville, Illinois
HOME 
HOME 
Lisle, Illinois 
Evanston, Illinois 
Palos Heights, Illinois 
Deerfield, Illinois 
Chicago, Illinois 
Franklin, Illinois
Chicago, Illinois
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
TIME
2:00 p.m.
12:00 Noon 
4:00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. (Fri.), 
1:00 p.m. (Sat.) 
4:00 pjn. 
4:00 p.m. 
11:00 a. jn. 
4:00 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 
4:00 p.m.
February
Saturday Cougar Classic River Forest, III,
Tuesday 5 Valparaiso University Valparaiso, Ind.
Fri.-SaL 8-9 Wheaton Invitational Wheaton, III.
Saturday 23 NCCAA Nationals Watertown, Wise.
March
Fri.-SaL 1-2 NAIA Nationals Butte, Mom.
9:00 a.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
5:00 p.m. 
9:00 a.m.
TBA
Men's Basketball
Coach: Ralph Hodge
DATE
Nnvemher
Wednesday 5 
Saturday 8 
Thursday 13 
Saturday 
Tuesday 
Friday 
Monday
15
18
21
24
Wednesday 26
October
Tuesday 2
Friday 5
Monday 8
Saturday 20
Elmhurst College 
Illinois Institue of Technology 
Rosary College 
North Park College 
Illinois Wesleyan University 
College of S t Francis 
Northeastern University 
St. Joseph's College
Concordia College 
Chicago State University 
Lewis University 
Districts
LOCATION
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
Bloomington, Illinois 
Joliet, Illinois 
HOME
Rensselear, Indiana
River Forest, Illinois
HOME
HOME
TBA
2:00 p.m. Saturday 10
Tuesday 15
ij
4:00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m.
Fri.-SaL 16-17
Saturday
Monday
24
26
3:30 p.m. 
10:30 a.m. December
3:30 p.m.
1:00-3:00 p.m. Fri.-SaL 30-1
Tuesday 6
Thursday M il
Thurs.-SaL 27-29
Monday 31
January
Fri.-SaL 4-5
TIME
Tuesday 8
Saturday 12
Tuesday 15
Saturday 19
TBA
Tuesday 22
Saturday 26
TBA Tuesday 29
3:30 p.m. 
10:00 a.m. February
3:00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. Saturday 2
3:00 p.m. Tuesday 5
3:00 p.m. Saturday 9
Tuesday 12
Thursday 14
3:00 p.m.
Saturday 16
Tuesday 19
2:30 p.m. 
3:00 p.m.
Saturday 23
OPPONENT LOCATION TIME
Judson College HOME 7:30 p.m.
Portugal National HOME 7:30 p.m.
Eau Claire Tournament Eau Claire, Wisconsin TBA
Quincy College Quincy, Illinois 7:30 p.m.
Lewis University Lockport, Illinois 7:30 p.m.
Subaru Classic HOME 8 p.m. (Fri.),
1,3 p.m. (Sat.)
Illinois Wesleyan University HOME 7:30 p.m.
North Central College Naperville, Illinois 7:30 p.m.
Nazarene Tournament Olathe, Kansas TBA
Biota Biola, California 7:30 p.m.
Westmont Tournament Westmont, California 6 p.m. (Fri.),
8 p.m. (SaL)
Illinois Institue of Technology Chicago, Illinois 7:30 p.m.
IU-Souih Bend South Bend, Indiana 2:00 p.m.
Rosary HOME 7:30 p.m.
Sl Francis HOME 3:00 p.m.
St. Xavier HOME 7:30 p.m.
Purdue-Calumet Hammond, Indiana 7:00 p.m.
Trinity Christian Palos Heights, Illinois 7:30 p.m.
Illinois Institute of Technology HOME 7:30 p.m.
IU-South Bend HOME 7:30 p.m.
Rosary River Forest, Illinois 3:00 p.m.
Sl Francis Joliet, Illinois 8:00 p.m.
St. Joseph HOME 7:30 p.m.
St. Xavier Chicago, Illinois 7:30 p.m.
Purdue-Calumet HOME 7:30 p.m.
Trinity Christian HOME 2:00 p.m.
3
8
9
10
NAIA District Semis & Finals 
NCCAA Nationals Bloomington, Illinois
Bloomington, Illinois 
Bloomington, Illinois
NCCAA Nationals 
NCCAA Nationals
W inter S p o rts
Women's basketball
Coach: Robyn Glass
Cross Country
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
October
Friday
Saturday
Novrmfcfj.
Saturday
: Ray Kühles
OPPONENT
1 Lincolnland Invitational
8 SI U-Edwardsville
15 Midwest Collegiate
29 Illinois Invitational
5 Hunter Invitational
13 Indiana Invitational
20 U.W. Parkside
27 -  NAIA Districts
10 NCCAA Nationals
17 NAIA Nationals
LOCATION
Springfield, Illinois 
Edwardsville, Illlinois 
Kenosha, Wisconsin 
Champaign, Illinois
New York, New York 
Bloomington, Illinois 
Kenosha, Wisconsin 
Joliet, Illinois
Wrestling
Coach: Bob Manville
PATE OPPONENT
November
9:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
12:00 Noon 
10:00 a.m.
I p '
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Don't forget the funnies...
What newspaper would be complete 
without a comics section?
Over the years, the GlimmerGlass 
has been fortunate enough to feature classic 
strips such as Peanuts, Bloom County and 
Calvin and Hobbes. But we have also encour­
aged in-house creativity, as well, which has 
resulted in some fine student-produced strips.
Space limitations allow only a brief 
sampling o f these "home-grown" strips, as 
we like to call them. W e hope you enjoy the 
look backwards in time.
If so, write to us at Box 6024 and let 
us know. If enough readers want it, perhaps 
at some future date we can arrange to print 
more of these classic GlimmerGlass cartoons.
Ollie Olivet (1971) by Don Juan
W « fil'd Olli« a f the a If«»* in player 
««/Ken Ke is me+ by an a lfa r  worKct 
w h O fù t  prenant is s  financial «Ws wvhKev.
KEEP PRAYING,OLLIE, 
KEEP PRAYING J J
T '"
WHAT SEEMS TO BE THE 
PROBLEM, OLLIE ? i
'I 'M  HAVING SOME
, FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES
¡IN PAYING MY BILL, y
KEEP PRAYING, OLLIE 
KEEP PRAYING!
Open Dorms (1979) by Bill Johnson Classroom Slumbers (1954) by Bill Thorpe Some Things Never Change (1962) by W. C. Thorpe
— W
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QOESTtOM 
p a o F ?
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B
'I  cleaned my room just for You I '  •
T h is  c a r to o n  d oe s  n o t n e c e s s a r i ly  e x p re s s  th e  o p in io n  o f th e  e d ito r ;  
s t a f f— a lth o u g h  i t ’s  t r u e H B
Band Blunders (1983) by Dan Carlson
Homecoming Float (1986) by Kip Robisch
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IT 'S  A cL  WOfeK.
lA b R K , W O R K , 
You R w oto-7
i MÊAfJ, Vow 
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E X P Bc t  i t  A ll 
tyoWE /fj AhJ
A E T E R jO o o a J- 
i r  J U S T  WOlJ'T 
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THAT wJA Y  !
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WHEX) bAN/E RAiJ O U T  OF 
Ro o t  gE E R  ¡
To U6H teR EAK . '
S O U M 6 S
b e u c i o u s  .
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f t R .  A R C  H I ß f l L D ,  C O U L D  
Y O U  L O O K  A T  M Y
T R U h P e r ?  THEze's
S O M E T H I N !  0 - 
LUÌ  T  H
I
H h  t M A . . .  W E  L L ,  T H E  R e
p o f s k j ' T  s e e n  t o  
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BLOCKBUSTER 
Video offers 3 evening 
rentals to give everyone 
more time to watch more 
movies.
SELECTION
Thousands of videos 
in over 30 categories and 
more movies then ever, 
including one of the larg­
est selections of quality 
kids' videos anywhere.
CONVENIENCE
We're open 10 a.m. 
to midnight, seven days a 
week. Enjoy fast, compu­
terized check-out and our 
24-hour QUIK DROP 
video return.
SERVICE
Our friendly staff is 
extremely knowledgeable 
and always happy to help 
you with fast, courteous 
service. Take advantage 
of extras, too, like our 
Youth Restricted Viewing 
Program and free commu­
nity service tapes. And 
FREE MEMBERSHIP IS 
AVAILABLE.
Come discover all 
the BLOCKBUSTER  
Differences that 
make us America's 
Family Video Store!
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Armour Rd.
LOCATED AT ROUTE 50 
AND ARMOUR ROAD
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Bring this coupon to 
Blockbuster Video and receive a 
FREE video rental
(Expires 9-30-90)
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